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Dear Graduates, 
Today, I join with family and friends 
in applauding you, our spring 2019 
graduates.  
Today is a marker in your life. I 
encourage you to stop and savor your 
achievement, and enjoy the celebration 
and joy that surround you, for your 
accomplishment says more than you 
may know.  
Your Central diploma is an outward 
sign of your commitment and hard 
work. It says to the world, “I can make 
the appropriate sacrifices. I can learn. I 
can meet the challenge. I can succeed.” 
Your graduation is a clear manifestation 
of your own empowerment. You did it, 
and we are truly proud of you. 
Be encouraged by what you have 
accomplished. Now imagine what you 
are capable of doing.  
We believe your Central education 
has given you more than certain skill 
sets. We believe that you leave here with 
                                              
sharpened abilities to think and act 
creatively, critically and ethically. You 
can become the engaged citizens and 
leaders in whatever community you 
choose, whatever field you pursue.  
More importantly, we hope your 
Central experience has instilled in you a 
passion for learning, a habit that will be 
part of you throughout your life. We 
hope that you leave knowing how to 
perceive problems and find solutions, 
and to meet a changing world with a 
culture of learning that will enrich your 
life. 
With your graduation, you have 
changed your future and that of others 
who will be influenced by you. This is 
our hope for you. 
Know, too, that you are always 
welcome here, either to further your 
learning experiences or as loyal alumni, 
members of a 129-year heritage. You are 
a member of the UCO community 
regardless of where your life takes you.
                                             
Finally, don't 
pass up this 
opportunity to 
thank those in 
your life whose 
encouragement 
and love helped 
you in countless 
ways to reach 
this plateau. Tell them today how much 
they mean to you.  
You can make a difference; you can 
be the change you wish to see in the 
world around you.  
     We believe in you.
letter FROM THE PRESIDENT
Don Betz, Ph.D.
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For 129 years, the University of 
Central Oklahoma’s bedrock mission 
has been developing leaders for 
Oklahoma and the nation.
The university began in 1890 when 
the Oklahoma Territorial Legislature 
created the Territorial Normal School. 
Its mission was to educate teachers for 
the one-room schoolhouses being built 
across the growing territory.
Central’s first students — a class of 
23 — met in the basement of 
Edmond’s Methodist Episcopal Church. 
In 1893, they moved into the school’s 
first building, Old North, reopened in 
2017 after being closed since 2001 for 
extensive repairs.
Five name changes later, UCO is a 
beautifully landscaped campus that  
welcomes around 16,000 students each 
semester. The university strives to meet 
the needs of those seeking a traditional 
campus atmosphere as well as the non-
traditional student.
Central also welcomes the role of 
being Oklahoma’s major metropolitan 
university, purposefully combining the 
needs of students with those of the 
larger area. No longer just an Edmond 
campus, Central enjoys a presence in 
several areas of the metro, including its 
Academy of Contemporary Music at 
UCO (ACM@UCO) in Bricktown, its 
downtown Oklahoma City facilities 
with classrooms in the Carnegie Centre 
and its CHK|Central Boathouse on the 
Oklahoma River. The university also 
works to develop meaningful 
relationships with a variety of 
community groups to meet both their 
needs and those of our students.
Others notice. U.S. News & World 
Report again has ranked Central as one 
of the top colleges and universities in 
the nation. Central again was the state's 
only public higher education institution 
to be named to the “2018 Great 
Colleges to Work For” by The 
Chronicle of Higher Education. 
Underscoring its commitment to offer 
value to students, Central recently was 
ranked No. 75 on the College 
Consensus list of the “100 Most 
Affordable Colleges and Universities” in 
the nation.
As Oklahoma’s third-largest state 
university, Central has evolved into six 
colleges, including the Jackson College 
of Graduate Studies, all with nationally 
recognized programs including Nursing, 
Forensic Science, Accounting, Physics, 
Graphic Design and more. The 
university offers 121 majors for 
bachelor’s degrees and 76 for master’s. 
It's accredited by the Higher Learning 
Commission of the North Central 
Association of Colleges and Schools.
Central remains an institution 
where learning comes first and where 
students enjoy personal relationships 
with faculty and staff who are 
committed to transforming lives.
THE HISTORY OF THE 
UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL OKLAHOMA
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THE GONFALON
Each college has its own gonfalon, 
or banner. The gonfalon is carried by 
an outstanding faculty member in that 
college. The bearer leads that college's 
students in the procession.
THE MACE
Among ancient orders, the mace 
was a heavy staff or club made of wood 
and metal that was borne by, carried 
before or placed near a magistrate or 
other dignitary as an ensign of 
authority. The most senior member of 
the college carries the mace.
In 1975, students and faculty in 
Central’s then Industrial Arts program 
constructed the university’s mace. It is 
approximately 34 inches in length and 
weighs 9.65 pounds. Near its top is a 
miniature replica of Old North, created 
in pecan wood and encompassed within 
a bronze crown. Thirteen pieces of solid 
walnut wood make up the majority of 
the mace. The base on which the 
bronze medallion sits is rosewood. A 
bronze band encircling the mace is 
inscribed “University of Central 
Oklahoma.”                                
THE MEDALLION
In keeping with tradition, UCO 
President Don Betz will be wearing a 
medallion that was created in 2011 
with both past and future university 
presidents in mind. 
The chain features at its center a 
3.5-inch antiqued-bronze medallion 
showing the official UCO seal. On the 
flip side are the names of Central’s first 
15 presidents, from Richard Thatcher, 
who served from 1891-93, through W. 
Max Chambers, 1949-60. 
Curved metal banners on each side 
of the medallion help form the chain. 
Each banner bears the name of one of 
the next five Central presidents, 
including President Betz who began his 
service in August 2011 as Central’s 
20th president. The chain is designed 
with blank metal banners, evenly 
spaced among smaller official UCO seal 
medallions. These blank banners are for 
the names of all future presidents, 




• Summa Cum Laude to graduating 
seniors with a 3.90 GPA or higher; 
gold honor cords
• Magna Cum Laude to graduating 
seniors with a 3.80 - 3.89 GPA; 
silver honor cords
• Cum Laude to graduating seniors 
with a 3.70 - 3.79 GPA; white 
honor cords
GRADUATE DEGREES
     Graduation with Honors graduate 
degrees are conferred to those with a 
4.0 GPA in all graduate coursework. 
These students wear blue and gold 
honor cords.
ASSOCIATE DEGREES
       Graduation with Honors to those 
with a 4.0 GPA; gray cords
MINIMUM FOR HONORS
To be eligible to graduate with 
honors, baccalaureate candidates must 
have completed at least 45 hours at the 
University of Central Oklahoma.
Graduation with honors and degrees are 
pending a final check by Graduation Services. 
Only those who are cleared for graduation by 
April 4 are listed in the program.
Graduation With Honors
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The precise origins of the several 
parts of academic dress still remain a 
matter of conjecture. The unheated 
buildings which medieval scholars      
frequented may have necessitated the 
wearing of gowns for comfort’s sake. 
Gowns and hoods were common at 
British universities before the 14th    
century; the square cap is thought to be 
a 16th century import from the 
University of Paris. European universities 
continue to use a wide variety in the cut 
and color of gowns and the type of 
headwear worn.
Academic attire began to appear on 
American campuses in the late 1890s. 
Since, its use has become universal for 
solemn university functions, and its 
pattern is highly uniform. From the 
color and cut, one may determine 
where the wearer received a degree and 
the degree earned.
THE CAP
The mortarboard has become the 
universally accepted style in United 
States colleges and universities. The 
standard tassel worn by faculty is black. 
However those with doctoral degrees 
may wear a gold tassel. Candidates for 
degrees have colored tassels that     
identify the student’s college as follows:
Business........................................ Drab
Education & Professional Studies
     ........................................Light Blue
Fine Arts & Design ...Chocolate Brown
Liberal Arts ........................Kelly Green
Mathematics & Science
     .................................. Golden Yellow
Graduate .................... Bronze and Blue
Associate .......................................Gray
THE GOWN
The bachelor’s gown has a long, 
pleated front with shirring across the 
shoulders and back. With flowing 
sleeves, the gown is almost knee length.
The master’s gown has oblong 
sleeves that reach well below the knees. 
The forearm comes through a slit just 
above the elbow.
The doctor’s gown has broad,    
velvet panels down the front, and three 
velvet bars on full, round sleeves. This 
velvet may be black or a color 
distinctive of the degree.
The associate's gown is the same 
style as a bachelor's, but dark gray.
THE HOOD
The Master’s Hooding Ceremony 
focuses on advanced degree candidates. 
The colors of the hood’s silk lining 
represent university colors, which for 
Central are Bronze and Blue. The color of 
the hood’s velvet border represents the 
field of learning, such as light blue for 
education or golden yellow for science.
THE COLORS
The fields of learning identified by 
the color of the velvet panels and sleeve 
bars on the gown or the edging of the 
hood include the following:









Philosophy ........................... Dark Blue
Physical Education ............. Sage Yellow
Science .......................... Golden Yellow
Social Science .............................Citron
Theology ....................................Scarlet
The Tradition of Academic Dress
Walk Through Old North, Graduation Tradition
A recurring graduation tradition 
that is unique to UCO is when 
graduates don their gowns, 
mortarboards and tassels and line up at 
Old North one hour before graduation. 
As the bells in Old North Clock 
Tower ring out the school song, 
candidates walk through the historic 
building and continue their march to 
Hamilton Field House. 
At spring graduation in 1994, the 
tradition expanded to include class 
marshals leading the processional. It’s a 
campus tradition started years ago, 
interrupted only when Old North was 
closed for renovations. The tradition 
was renewed with the reopening of Old 
North in spring of 2017. 
Old North is the first building on 
campus and the first building of public 
higher education in Oklahoma 
Territory.









College of education & 
Professional studies
Megan Connett 
College of LIBERAL ARTS
Carrie Kouts  
College of Fine Arts & Design 
Sana Mesiya 
College of MATHEMATICS & SCIENCE
Cody Troutman 
College of Business
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Class Marshals - spring 2019
Each of the University of Central 
Oklahoma’s five undergraduate colleges 
awards a graduating senior the title of 
“Class Marshal.” These five students 
have the highest grade point averages 
and number of Central credit hours in 
their respective colleges.
The honorees each receive a Class 
Marshal stole, signifying the highest 
degree of academic excellence. First 
presented in 1994, the stoles have 
become a UCO tradition, later 
enhanced by the bronze Class Marshal 
gown. 
The following are the Class 
Marshals for the Spring 2019 
Commencement: 
Seth Collier is an industrial safety 
major with a 4.0 GPA in the College of 
Education and Professional Studies. 
Collier is a member of the UCO 
student chapter of the American 
Society of Safety Professionals and 
Central’s Serving America’s Leaders 
Using Transformative Education 
(SALUTE) program. He also earned 
placement on the President’s Honor 
Roll every semester. Following 
graduation, Collier plans to continue 
his education, pursuing a master’s 
degree in occupational health and safety 
and later hoping to earn professional 
certification as a Certified Safety 
Professional.
Megan Connett is a sociology and 
criminal justice major with a 4.0 GPA 
in the College of Liberal Arts. 
Originally from Moore, Oklahoma, she 
is a member of the American Sign 
Language Club, serving as vice 
president, and received the Gene 
McBride Community Service Award. 
She intends to continue her education 
through attendance of law school, as 
well as further her education in sign 
language interpreting.
Carrie Kouts is a studio art – 
sculpture emphasis major, with a 4.0 
GPA in the College of Fine Arts and 
Design. An Oklahoma City native, 
Kouts is a member of the UCO Art 
Club and a recipient of the 2017 Freda 
J. Cross Scholarship for the Arts, 2018 
Dale McConathy Art Scholarship, the 
2018 College of Fine Arts and Design 
Dean’s Recognition and placement on 
the President’s Honor Roll from 2014-
19. After graduation, Kouts plans to 
work within Oklahoma's art scene, 
while preparing to earn a master’s 
degree in sculpture.
Sana Mesiya is a biology – 
biomedical sciences major with a 4.0 
GPA in the College of Mathematics 
and Science. A graduate of Mercy 
School Institute in Edmond, 
Oklahoma, Mesiya is a member of Peer 
Health Leaders, UCO Pre-Law Society, 
Tri-Beta National Honor Society and 
the Muslim Student Association. She 
received the Oklahoma State Regents 
for Higher Education Baccalaureate 
Scholarship and two Research, Creative 
and Scholarly Activity Grants, as well as 
placement on the President’s Honor 
Roll. After graduation, Mesiya plans to 
attend law school, focusing on health 
law and policy.
Cody Troutman is a professional 
selling major with a 4.0 GPA in the 
College of Business. A graduate of 
Edmond Santa Fe High School in 
Edmond, Oklahoma, Troutman is a 
member of the UCO Men’s Golf team 
and the UCO Sales team. He received 
the Broncho Achievement Scholarship 
and the 2016 Elite 90 Award and was 
named a McDonald’s Community 
Champion. He also became the first 
team all-conference golfer and placed 
first in speed spelling as part of the 
International Collegiate Sales 
Competition. Troutman’s post-
graduation plans include continuing to 
grow his company, Troutman Jacobs 
Capital, and pursuing a career in 
professional golf on the PGA tour.
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program - 3 p.m. friday, may 10, 2019
college of education & professional studies
(except psychology) 
 Processional* Official Party Music by the UCO Brass Choir, 
   conducted by David Hanan, Ph.D.   
  Mace Bearer, Kaye Sears, Ed.D.
  Gonfalon Bearer, Glee Bertram, Ph.D.
 Call to Order and Introductions John Barthell, Ph.D., Provost and Vice President, 
   Academic Affairs
 National Anthem* Sean Steele, accompanied by David Forbat, D.M.A.
 President's Remarks Don Betz, Ph.D.
 Regent's Greetings    
 Musical Performance "My Wish," music and lyrics by Rascal Flatts
 Undergraduate Honors Evan Lemley, Ph.D.   
 Presentation of Candidates and  
 Recommendations to Confer Degrees Provost Barthell
   Conferring Degrees President Betz
 Announcing Graduates Dr. Lemley and Rudi Nollert, Ph.D.
 Presentation of Diplomas President Betz
 Assisting with Diplomas Karen Davis
 College Representative  James Machell, Ph.D., Dean, 
   College of Education & Professional Studies  
 Closing Remarks Provost Barthell
 Alumni Remarks Lauri Monetti, Director of Alumni Relations
 Alma Mater* Mr. Steele, accompanied by Dr. Forbat
 Recessional* Official Party, Faculty and Graduates
  Music by the UCO Brass Choir 
 Interpretation for the hearing impaired by Brenda Chappell, Ph.D.
*Audience is invited to stand.
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program - 7 p.m. friday, may 10, 2019
college of education & professional studies - psychology majors 
and jackson college of graduate studies
 Processional* Official Party Music by the UCO Brass Choir, 
   conducted by David Hanan, Ph.D.  
   Mace Bearer, Kristi Archuleta, Ed.D. 
  Gonfalon Bearer, Tawni Holmes, Ph.D.
 Call to Order and Introductions John Barthell, Ph.D., Provost and Vice President, 
   Academic Affairs
 National Anthem* Sean Steele, accompanied by David Forbat, D.M.A. 
 President's Remarks Don Betz, Ph.D.
 Regent’s Greetings 
 Musical Performance "My Wish," music and lyrics by Rascal Flatts 
 Presentation of Candidates and  
 Recommendations to Confer Degrees Provost Barthell
  Conferring Degrees President Betz
 Announcing Graduates Evan Lemley, Ph.D. and Rudi Nollert, Ph.D. 
 Presentation of Diplomas President Betz
 Assisting with Diplomas Karen Davis
 Master's Hooding Jeanetta Sims, Ph.D., Dean, and
  Robert Mather, Ph.D., Assistant Dean
   Jackson College of Graduate Studies
 Closing Remarks Provost Barthell
 Alumni Remarks Lauri Monetti, Director of Alumni Relations
 Alma Mater* Mr. Steele, accompanied by Dr. Forbat 
 Recessional* Official Party, Faculty and Graduates
  Music by the UCO Brass Choir
  
Interpretation for the hearing impaired by Brenda Chappell, Ph.D.
*Audience is invited to stand.
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program - 10 a.m. saturday, may 11, 2019
College of business
 Processional* Official Party Music by the UCO Brass Choir, 
   conducted by David Hanan, Ph.D.
  Mace Bearer, Randal Ice, Ed.D.
  Gonfalon Bearer, David Chapman, Ph.D.
 Call to Order and Introductions John Barthell, Ph.D., Provost and Vice President, 
   Academic Affairs
 National Anthem* Sean Steele, accompanied by David Forbat, D.M.A. 
 President's Remarks Don Betz, Ph.D.     
       Regent’s Greetings       
 Musical Performance "My Wish," music and lyrics by Rascal Flatts  
 Undergraduate Honors Rudi Nollert, Ph.D.
 Presentation of Candidates and  
 Recommendations to Confer Degrees Provost Barthell
  Conferring Degrees President Betz 
 Announcing Graduates Dr. Nollert and Evan Lemley, Ph.D.
 Presentation of Diplomas President Betz
 Assisting with Diplomas Karen Davis
 College Representative  Monica Lam, Ph.D., Dean, College of Business 
 Closing Remarks Provost Barthell
 Alumni Remarks Lauri Monetti, Director of Alumni Relations
 Alma Mater* Mr. Steele, accompanied by Dr. Forbat
 Recessional* Official Party, Faculty and Graduates
  Music by the UCO Brass Choir 
 
 Interpretation for the hearing impaired by Brenda Chappell, Ph.D.
*Audience is invited to stand.
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program - 2 p.m. saturday, may 11, 2019
College of Fine Arts & Design and
College of mathematics & science
 Processional* Official Party Music by the UCO Brass Choir, 
   conducted by David Hanan, Ph.D.     
  Mace Bearer, Nelda Fister
  Gonfalon Bearers, Amanda Horton, M.F.A., and 
      Luis Montes, Ph.D.
 Call to Order and Introductions John Barthell, Ph.D., Provost and Vice President, 
   Academic Affairs
 National Anthem* Sean Steele, accompanied by David Forbat, D.M.A.  
 President's Remarks Don Betz, Ph.D.
             Regent’s Greetings      
               Musical Performance      "My Wish," music and lyrics by Rascal Flatts
            Undergraduate Honors      Evan Lemley, Ph.D.
                        Presentation of Candidates and 
 Recommendations to Confer Degrees Provost Barthell
  Conferring Degrees President Betz 
 Announcing Graduates Dr. Lemley and Rudi Nollert, Ph.D. 
 Presentation of Diplomas President Betz
 Assisting with Diplomas Karen Davis
 College Representatives  Steven Hansen, M.F.A., Dean, College of Fine Arts & Design
  Wei Chen, Ph.D., Dean, College of Mathematics & Science
 Closing Remarks Provost Barthell
 Alumni Remarks Lauri Monetti, Director of Alumni Relations
 Alma Mater* Mr. Steele, accompanied by Dr. Forbat
 Recessional* Official Party, Faculty and Graduates
  Music by the UCO Brass Choir 
 
 Interpretation for the hearing impaired by Brenda Chappell, Ph.D.
*Audience is invited to stand.
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 Processional* Official Party Music by the UCO Brass Choir, 
   conducted by David Hanan, Ph.D.
  Mace Bearer, Stephen Garrison, Ph.D.
  Gonfalon Bearer, Sandra Martin 
 Call to Order and Introductions John Barthell, Ph.D., Provost and Vice President, 
   Academic Affairs
 National Anthem* Sean Steele, accompanied by David Forbat, D.M.A. 
 President's Remarks Don Betz, Ph.D.     
         Guest's Remarks       Rep. Kendra Horn, U.S. House of Representatives
         Regent’s Greetings       
 Musical Performance "My Wish," music and lyrics by Rascal Flatts  
 Undergraduate Honors Rudi Nollert, Ph.D.
 Presentation of Candidates and  
 Recommendations to Confer Degrees Provost Barthell
  Conferring Degrees President Betz 
 Announcing Graduates Dr. Nollert and Evan Lemley, Ph.D.
 Presentation of Diplomas President Betz
 Assisting with Diplomas Karen Davis
 College Representative   Catherine Webster, Ph.D., Dean, College of Liberal Arts 
 Closing Remarks Provost Barthell
 Alumni Remarks Lauri Monetti, Director of Alumni Relations
 Alma Mater* Mr. Steele, accompanied by Dr. Forbat
 Recessional* Official Party, Faculty and Graduates
  Music by the UCO Brass Choir 
 
 Interpretation for the hearing impaired by Brenda Chappell, Ph.D.
*Audience is invited to stand.
program - 6 p.m. saturday, may 11, 2019
College of liberal arts
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Some of today's graduates will be 
wearing color-coded cords for achieving 
the highest level of transformation in 
one or more of five UCO tenets. These 
five tenets are represented as the 
following: Global and Cultural 
Competencies (orange), Health and 
Wellness (green), Leadership (blue), 
Research, Creative and Scholarly 
Activities (magenta), and Service 
Learning and Civic Engagement 
(purple).
STLR is an award-winning concept, 
developed at UCO and recognized by 
the U.S. Department of Education 
with a $7.8 million grant. The program 
has gained national and international 
recognition for its ability to document 
student success with transformative 
learning that parallels an academic 
transcript, showing mastery in 
employability and citizenship skills.
Students build and enhance their 
record through submitting STLR-
tagged assignments, attending campus 
events, serving in STLR-tagged student 
groups and/or participating in outside-
of-class projects. Their levels of 
achievements are assessed and validated 
by a UCO faculty or staff member.
Through STLR, students graduate 
with more than an academic degree. 
Students can show they’ve taken their 
education to a transformative level, 
gaining skills that can be applied in 
areas identified as being needed in 
today’s workforce and in our 
metropolitan communities.
STLR Transformation graduates are 
recognized by tenet on the next pages and 
with STLR next to their names in the 
main list of graduates.
Note: UCO’s sixth tenet, Discipline 
Knowledge, is recognized by students 
completing their academic degrees.
STUDENT TRANSFORMATIVE LEARNING RECORD (STLR)
































































































G - Global & Cultural Competencies; H - Health & Wellness; L - Leadership;
R - Research, Creative & Scholarly Activities; S - Service Learning & Civic Engagement
























































































Holloway, Katherine - With Honors  
 Oklahoma City
College of Business
Master of Business 
Administration
Business Administration
Agnitsch, Walter Allen  
 Oklahoma City
Evans, Lloyd Lee  
 Ponca City
Harris, Adam M.  
 Oklahoma City
Johnston, David Scott  
 Edmond
Landaverde, Manuel E.  
 Oklahoma City
Lane, Chenoa  
 Tishomingo
Murdock, Jason Kyle  
 Shawnee
Shahzad, Muhammad Omair  
 Edmond
Tapia, Eriech Michael  
 Sand Springs
Warner, Anthony  
 Davis
(Energy Systems)
Grigg, Sidney Clinton  
 Harrah
(Healthcare)
Hendrick, Andrew Christopher  
 With Honors - Edmond
Moore, Justina Rae - STLR 
 Oklahoma City




Koit, Ken Jee  
 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia








Allen, Desirae B.  
 Oklahoma City
Beasler, Nicole D.  
 Chandler
Burge, Anna Maureen  
 Atlanta, Georgia
Cordero, Hannah Elise - With Honors  
Midwest City
Frye, Hannah N.  
 Oklahoma City
Hewes, Matthew James  
 Edmond
Hunter, Austin Layne - With Honors  
 Elk City
Jurko, Haley Nicole  
 Oklahoma City
Lyne, Deborah Suzanne  
 Edmond
Martin, Heather Rose  
 Edmond
Martinez, Patricia  
 Oklahoma City
Maul, Amanda Carly  
 Choctaw
Prisco, Jamie R.  
 Lawton
(Forensic Psychology)
Lindsey, BreAnn  
 Edmond
(General Psychology)
Erbin, Kimberly  
 Harrah
Freeman, Derris Marcel  
 Oklahoma City
Harrington, Sierra Dawn  
 Elk City
Hicks, Blythe Karyngton  
 Oklahoma City
Johnson, Francis  
 Shawnee
Moore, Krystal Nicole  
 Wellston
Mull, Jessica Elaine  
 Oklahoma City
Pinion, Vincent  
 Shawnee
Ramones, Jesus Ernesto - STLR  
 Oklahoma City
Rivera, Jazmin Isela  
 Oklahoma City
Sherwood, Heather Michelle  
 With Honors - Broken Arrow
Thompson, Alissa M.  
 Edmond
(School Psychology)
Dioguardi, Hailey Dawn  
 Oklahoma City
Escalera, Viviana  
 Oklahoma City
Owens, Anthony T.  
 Wagoner
Rios Rios, Ruben - With Honors  
 Mexico
Ruiz, Nestor D. - With Honors  
 Bethany
candidates for graduate degrees 
 spring 2019
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Smith, Diandria C.  
 Edmond
Master of Education
Adult & Higher Education
(Adult & Higher Education)
Justus, Sarah M. - With Honors  
 Bray
(Interdisciplinary Studies)
Goad, Nathan Joe  
 Fort Gibson
McMahon, Kimberly - With Honors  
 Oklahoma City
Ruck, Kaleda L.  
 Oklahoma City
(Life Long and E-Learning)
Pena, Jeremy  
 Oklahoma City
(Student Personnel)
Barrera-Medina, Angelia Renee  
 Cushing
Fields, Miracle M.  
 Edmond
Gray, Lisa Ann  
 Mathis, Texas
Mayes, Yvonne Elayne  
 Midwest City
Ogletree, Jerisha Destiny - With Honors  
Norman
Peyketewa, Courtney Layne - With Honors 
Kellyville
Schwab, Hannah Nicole - With Honors  
Edmond
(Training)
Galbraith, Summer Dawn - With Honors  
Oklahoma City
Kathol-Falconer, Talitha Ann  
 With Honors - STLR - Oklahoma City
Morgan, Stasha Jean - With Honors  
Oklahoma City
Rice, Danielle Marie - With Honors  
Norman




Dobbs, Jakey Danielle - With Honors  
 Afton
Gul, Azfar Zee - With Honors  
 Oklahoma City
Bilingual Education/TESL
Anderson, Rachel Leann - With Honors  
Yukon
Early Childhood Education




Angier-Dunn, Anissa J. - With Honors  
Oklahoma City
Brown, Christy  
 Stillwater
Brown, Jermaine S. - With Honors  
 Mustang
Busby, Rebecca Lynn  
 Edmond
Cain, Evelyn Annette  
 Edmond
Edwards, Toya L. - With Honors  
 Oklahoma City
Garcia, Erin Denise - With Honors  
 Edmond
Gaston, Dee Katherine  
 With Honors - STLR - Edmond
McIntosh, Tyler Wayne 
 With Honors - STLR - Tulsa
Meyer, Jaryn Beth - With Honors - STLR 
 Okarche
Powell, Takeishalyn D. - With Honors  
Oklahoma City
Roberts, Sarah B. - With Honors  
 Edmond
Self, Wyatt - With Honors  
 Edmond
Sims, Chelsea - STLR 
 Del City
Thompson, Melissa Gabrielle  
 With Honors - Edmond
VanCleave, Brittany - With Honors  
Oklahoma City
Elementary Education
Hodges, Samantha Kay - With Honors  
Oklahoma City
Robertson, Tiffany Sheruan  
 Tulsa
Votta, Shauna Gale  
 Bethany
Library Media Education
Aduddell, Carla M. - With Honors  
 Edmond
Ambrosi, Rebecca - With Honors  
 Edmond
Crofford, Jennifer Dannell - With Honors  
Moore
Gorman, Lacie R.  
 Watonga
Holt, Elizabeth A. - With Honors - STLR 
 Moore
Parker, Stephanie Kaye  
 With Honors - STLR - Tulsa
Schuster, Michelle Marie - With Honors  
Oklahoma City
Wilkinson, Richard - With Honors  
 Hugo
Reading
Wolf, Jodi L. - With Honors  
 Mustang
School Counseling
Brungardt, Chris - With Honors  
 Edmond
Frankenfield, Gordena Ann - With Honors  
Oklahoma City
Hacker, Joel David  
 Mt. Clemens, Michigan
Harris, Reaina  
 New Orleans, Louisiana
Harrison, Jana Lynn  
 Edmond
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Secondary Education
Brown, Jennifer Raelene - With Honors 
Edmond
Fanshier, Patricia Lynn - With Honors  
Oklahoma City
Hammon, Samantha Louise  
 Oklahoma City
Johnson, Jill Natalie  
 Oklahoma City
Ley, Robert  
 Edmond
Miles, Taylor S.  
 Midwest City
Patterson, Chara  
 Midwest City
Roff, Julia Michelle Goldstein  
 Dallas, Texas
Smith, Matthew Christopher  
 With Honors - Edmond
Special Education
(Mild/Moderate Disability)
Bryson, Taylor McGuire - STLR 
 Oklahoma City
Edwards, Gloria  
 Spencer
Marks, Christen Bell  
 Oklahoma City




Brooks, Daryl Ray  
 Newport News, Virginia
Doty, Kelsey  
 Pryor
Gannaway, Mallery - With Honors - STLR 
 Piedmont
Higgins, Brooke Ashley  
 Elgin
Nombrana, Rachel M.  
 Yukon
O'Leary, Casey - With Honors  
 New Kent, Virginia
Rios, Sydney Marie - With Honors  
 Fort Collins, Colorado
Warne, Kylee Nicole  
 Oklahoma City
Family & Child Studies
(Family Life Education)
Ankeh, Karen Enoh  
 Limbe, Cameroon
Bland, Kathryn Irene  
 Oklahoma City
Gaddis, Sasha Renee  
 Oklahoma City
Guy, Leslie Michelle  
 Edmond
Harrison, LaToya D.  
 Snyder
Morgan, Waleta Leshuntie  
 Norman
Olson, Stacey Lee  
 Whitewater, Wisconsin
Threatt, Daneshia  
 Oklahoma City
Williams, Essance L.  
 Oklahoma City
(Infant/Child Specialist)
Grogg, Bailey Michele  
 Oklahoma City
Hawthorne, Qiana Jenine  
 Guthrie
Hutchinson, Haley Ann  
 Oklahoma City
Ninke, Taylor Marie  
 Tulsa
Page, Bridgett L.  
 Edmond
Snider, Katlen Anne  
 Broken Arrow
Tipton, Brook Nicole  
 Ponca City
Williams, Jennifer L.  
 Yukon
(Licensed Marriage & 
Family Therapist)
Dutton Jr., Charles Terry - With Honors  
Edmond
Qureshi, Zoha Farhan - STLR 
 Oklahoma City
Rue, Michelle Renee  
 Edmond
Stafford, Kourtney Lee  
 Guthrie
Nutrition & Food Science
Akbaran, Mojdeh  
 Edmond
Barnett, Nalebra Stepheny - STLR 
 Brooklyn, New York
Efeti Mbome Efande, Jawea  
 Buea, Cameroon
Gillispie, Jennifer Lela - With Honors  
Bartlesville
Hedrick, Laura - With Honors  
 Dallas, Texas
Kirk, Ashtynne - With Honors  
 Tulsa
Long, Matthew Miguel  
 Tulsa
Loveless, Mary C. - With Honors  
 Guthrie
Ogunrinde, Olayemi Omowunmi  
 Lagos, Nigeria
Peterson, Sarah M.  
 Plano, Texas
Prater, Sarah  
 Stillwater
Vadivelu Amarender, Rashmi  
 With Honors - Chennai, Tamil Nadu, India
Speech/Language Pathology
Baker, Bailey - STLR 
 Poteau
Barr, Allison Michele - With Honors  
 Edmond
Belobraydic, Genavieve A.  
 Edmond
Castillo, Katelyn Renee - With Honors  
Edmond
Cheney, Stephanie Waynette  
 With Honors - Piedmont
Cook, Haley Ann  
 Indiahoma
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Daugherity, Judy M.  
 Oklahoma City
Drew, Allison M.  
 Yukon
Flenniken, Mariah Gabrielle  
 Edmond
Golightly, Jessica Lyn  
 Edmond
Hamilton, Skylar K.  
 Edmond
Hamon, Makenzy Michelle - With Honors  
Piedmont
Hartman, Kaylee Lorrayne - With Honors  
Siloam Springs, Arkansas
Herrod, Rebecca Ryan Lea  
 Elmore City
Hollier, Siobhan C.  
 Oklahoma City
Jones, Savannah Dawn - With Honors  
 Ada
Kliewer, Sarah Catherine - With Honors  
Clinton
Rodriguez, Irene - With Honors  
 Lawton
Shuck, Alexandra Marine  
 Hinton
Sivard, Jessica  
 Idabel
Skalla, Britni N.  
 Choctaw
Sutherlin, Rebecca Rae  
 Ardmore




Castleberry, Randa Lyn  
 Stillwater
Green, Matthew Cameron  
 Edmond
Niemiec, Garrison Staush  
 Arvada, Colorado
(Health Promotion)
Okpara, Geoffrey Uzoma  
 Ideato South LGA, Imo State, Nigeria
(Health Studies)
Butler III, Charles E.  
 Puyallup, Washington
Dumas, Chelsey Deon - STLR  
 Guthrie





Shi, Wenzheng - With Honors  
 Chenzhou, Hunan, China




Kozlowski, Alyssa Sue - With Honors  
 Norman
Marquardt, Claire Lauree Hensley  
 STLR - Summerfield
(Composition)
Edwards, Jonathan Roger 
 Oklahoma City
Ramones, Santiago Andres - With Honors  
Valencia, Carabobo, Venezuela
(Instrumental Performance)
Anderson, Zachary Tate - With Honors  
Coweta
Bai, Ye  
 Harbin, Heilongjiang, China
Grice, Tyler M. - With Honors  
 Oklahoma City
(Music Education)
Keegan-Moring, Stephanie Lynn  
 With Honors - Oklahoma City
Sallee, Ashley Dianne - With Honors - STLR 
 Westville
(Musical Theatre)
Brown, Rachel Ariel - With Honors  
 Knoxville, Tennessee
Steele, Sean Fitzgerald - With Honors  
Oklahoma City
(Piano Pedagogy)
Han, Qi  
 Wuxi, Jiangsu Province, China
(Piano Performance)
Xu, Yinghua  
 Guangzhou Guangdong, China
(Vocal Pedagogy)
Skinner, Alexandria Carmon  
 Burkburnett, Texas
(Vocal Performance)
DeVault, Zachary V.  
 Yukon
Liu, Yidong  
 Gansu, Lanzhou, China
Smith, Katherine June - With Honors  
Richardson, Texas
Zeng, Wenjin  
 Jinan, Shandong, China




Akintola, Damilola Mosebolatan  
 Nigeria
Breerwood, Christi Michelle  
 Oklahoma City
Mason, Patricia Ann  
 Edmond
McCrary, Jessica  
 Oklahoma City
McMindes, Elenor Marie Lennon  
 Oklahoma City
Sullivan, Julie Ann  
 Edmond
Wilson, Carly - With Honors 
 Luther
Young, Star  
 Oklahoma City
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Composition and Rhetoric
Compton, Alyssa Tayler  
 With Honors - STLR - Edmond
Creative Writing
Compton, Jackson  
 Oklahoma City
Jordan, Caleb Michael - With Honors  
 Del City
Means, Mary Martha - With Honors  
Tonkawa
Peacher, John Andrew  
 Oklahoma City
Scott, Corey Wade  
 Edmond
Crime & Intelligence 
Analysis





Brown, Patricia Gail  
 Dallas, Texas
Patterson, Trudy DeLaine  
 Bethany




Mumford, Jami Katherine - With Honors  
Moore
Gerontology
Anjofui, Marbel Eneng  
 Edmond
Cameron, Toni - With Honors  
 Bartlesville
Damerval, Maurine Ellen  
 Edmond
Fallon, Amanda - With Honors  
 Oklahoma City
Kenworthy, Kaitlan S.  
 Oklahoma City
Kiely, Lori A.  
 Edmond
Lumen, Pamela Sue - With Honors  
 Edmond
Maxwell, Madelyn Louise  
 Oklahoma City
Strawhun, Ryan C. - With Honors  
 Norman
History
Butler, Jennifer Paige  
 Elgin
Butler, Timothy Joseph  
 Lapeer, Michigan
Chambers, Travis Wesley - With Honors  
Edmond
Pamplin, Steven Curtis  
 Redlands, California
Porter, Scott David  
 Edmond
Salkeld, Helen Alyse - With Honors - STLR 
 Oklahoma City
Webster, Joseph  
 Oklahoma City
(Museum Studies)
Gregory Jr., James Patrick  
 With Honors - STLR - Piedmont
Literature
Crystal, Jacob Allen  
 Tulsa
Lehman, Cari Dawn  
 Ponca City
Taylor, Elizabeth Catrina  
 Wynnewood
Museum Studies
Pittman, Allison Cecile - STLR 
 Edmond
Political Science
Abdulrahim, Fadi  
 Oklahoma City
Poulson, Lauren Grace  
 Watonga
(International Affairs)
Potts, Anna Marie  
 Oklahoma City
Shaffer, Seth Michael - With Honors  
Bedford, Pennsylvania




Coulson, Brian  
 Yukon
Marzett-Howell, StarDavana D.  
 Oklahoma City
Teaching English as 2nd 
Language
Alameer, Mona Hussain - With Honors  
Saudi Arabia
Lee, Eunyoung  
 Oklahoma City
Nicholson, Melody  
 Zunyi, Guizhou, China
Zhang, Yiqian  
 Harbin, China
Master of Public 
Administration
Public Administration
Brown, Taylor Shadawn  
 Oklahoma City
Gatewood, Emiliano C.  
 Purcell
(Public & Nonprofit 
Management)
Coby, Anthony I.  
 Lawton
Darling, Ryan Leigh - STLR 
 Edmond
Foreman, James Anthony  
 Los Angeles, California
Kentopp, James Michael  
 Ely, Nevada
McCullough, David Reese  
 Edmond
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Olanipekun, Yetunde Ibukun  
 Aran - Orin, Kwara State, Nigeria
Robertson, Rachel Renee  
 Oklahoma City
(Urban Management)
Gordon, Jocelyn Dorothy - STLR 
 Omaha, Nebraska
Henrici, Stephen Tanner - With Honors  
Edmond









Keil, Warren Daniel - With Honors  
 Edmond
Yarbrough, Jonathan Edward  
 Bethel
(Statistics)
Ojeda, Elena - With Honors  - STLR 
 Del Rio, Texas
Wang, Ye  
 Edmond
Applied Mathematics & 
Computer Science
Andugula, Surendhar  
 Hyderabad, Telangana, India
Sakhamuri, Akarsh  
 Hyderabad, Telangana, India
Biology
Kimmel, Laura Beth - With Honors  
 Oklahoma City
Lehnert, Erin Rose  
 Iron Mountain, Michigan
Meyer, Kristy Lynn - With Honors  
 Alva
Engineering Physics
Hardwick, Paul Alexander  
 Edmond
(Electrical Engineering)
John, Alicia Thomas  
 Yukon
Konari, Prashanth Reddy  
 Warangal, Telangana, India
Safavinia, Fereshteh - With Honors  
 Oklahoma City
(Mechanical Engineering)
Desmond Nuyebga, Sama  
 Oklahoma City
Khatri KC, Ram Hari  
 Kavrepalanchok, Nepal
Nursing
Deffebaugh, Bailee Ralynn - With Honors  
Oklahoma City
Kinghorn, Trevor Robert - With Honors  
Edmond
Ladusau, Karen  
 Norman







Fortney, Amber Lea - With Honors  
 Perry
Hill, Lauren Nichole  
 McLoud
Martin, Heather Rose  
 Edmond
Willimon, Caitlin Greer - With Honors  
Elkhart, Kansas
(Biology/Chemistry)
Schartz, Cortney Lynne - With Honors  
Edmond
 
Note: This is a complete list of candidates 
who applied and were cleared for 
graduation and honors by April 4 for 
inclusion in the program. Degrees and 
honors conferred are pending a final check 
by Graduation Services.




Bronn, McKay L. - Magna Cum Laude  
Yukon
Guo, Rui  
 Nanjing, China
Hullet, Robert Lee  
 Yukon
Kuang, Yanxiang  
 Oklahoma City
Lanzner, Manny B. - Cum Laude  
 Yukon
Lunn, Michael Kyle  
 Bethany
Nguyen, Vinh Thien  
 Oklahoma City
College of Business




Aldakheel, Fatemah Fouad  
 Safwa, Saudi Arabia
Bugg, Mark E.  
 Edmond
Davis, John Robert  
 Edmond
Null, Timothy Frederick  
 Mount Airy, Maryland
Sedlacek, Ryan Christopher  
 Tulsa
Williford, Kaylynn Danee  
 Bethany
(General Business)
Danroth, Donald Aaron  
 Mission, British Columbia, Canada
Van Eeckhoudt, Sarah  
 Overijse, Belgium
(International Business)
Dong, Wenjun  
 Maanshan, China
Lipp, Tanya R.  
 Edmond
(Legal Studies)
Harris, Samantha Mae  
 Oklahoma City
King, Tyler Vincent  
 Oklahoma City
LeBlanc, Matthew  
 Victorville, California
Lemieux, Dalton G.  
 Forgan
McClure, Tomi A.  
 Cache
Milam, Jennifer  
 Duncan
Pate, Alan T.  
 Norman
Economics
Biney, Koko Janice Auriane  
 Abidjan, Cote D'Ivoire (Ivory Coast)
Pokhrel, Suvechhya - Summa Cum Laude  
Damauli, Nepal
Wiebe, Sarena A.  
 Hardesty
(Energy Economics)
Cunningham, Thomas  
 San Jose, California
Golshani, Cameron Seyed  
 Edmond
Finance
Aldawish, Sultan Abdulrazaq  
 Saudi Arabia
Barnett, Jarrod C.  
 McLoud
Bergman, Tanner  
 Newkirk
Boecking, Blake  
 Edmond
Clifton, Thomas P.  
 Edmond
Conklin, Seth T.  
 Cushing
Dahle, Ryan Scott  
 Sidney, Montana
Haws, Kiersten Rochelle  
 Tulsa
Kablansi, Djabia Axelle Marie Simone  
Abidjan, Cote D'Ivoire (Ivory Coast)
Konan, N’zite Yao Cynde  
 Abidjan, Cote D’Ivoire (Ivory Coast)
Lara, Sofia - Cum Laude  
 Enid
Lout, Joshua C.  
 Oklahoma City
Lynch, Stephen Dylan  
 Owasso
Meshek, Laura Grace  
 Cleveland
Morgan, Joshua A.  
 Shawnee
Nguyen, Tran Hong Ngoc  
 Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
Nguyen Hoang, Trung  
 Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
O'Brien, Madelyn R. - STLR  
 Oklahoma City
Peck, Kim  
 Oklahoma City
Porter, Caleb G.  
 Edmond
Rawas, Mona Adib  
 Ardmore
Robin, Landon Derek - STLR 
 Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada
Sadat, Farhad Z.  
 Oklahoma City
candidates for undergraduate degrees 
 spring 2019
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Scott, Peyton E.  
 Stroud
Smith, LaMiah  
 Muskogee
Sykes, Tiana  
 Oklahoma City
Tay, JunJun  
 Kuantan, Malaysia
Tyler, Shelby S.  
 Yukon
Wiltz, Ashley Lynn  
 Lafayette, Louisiana
Yang, Hyungyu  
 Edmond
(Insurance & Risk 
Management)
Beeby, Braden R. - Magna Cum Laude  
Piedmont
Cao, Tam Mai Thanh  
 Edmond
Gunn, Garrett Wade - Summa Cum Laude  
Jones
Lee, Nathan D.  
 Oklahoma City




Alkhalaf, Najjah Haji  
 Saudi Arabia
Baucom, Thomas E.  
 Edmond
Brown, Abbigale Marrie  
 Stillwater
Burns, Stephen  
 Altus
Cottrell, Daniel  
 Tulsa
Crozier, Carolyne Gichuki  
 Kenya
Dreier, Jeremiah E.  
 Tulsa
Faulk, Elliot E.  
 Edmond
Grisham, Stefan  
 Bartlesville
Hurlbut, Stephen Daniel  
 Magna Cum Laude - Oklahoma City
Ikhlaq, Muhammad  
 Karachi, Pakistan
Jackson, Merrick  
 Dayton, Ohio
Koertje, Myles  
 Edmond
Larman, Matthew B.  
 Purcell
McGregor, Bryndon P.  
 Oklahoma City
Michalik, Quentin Robert  
 Edmond
Nguyen, Steven  
 Oklahoma City
Nhin, Brian V.  
 Oklahoma City
Pickle, Michael H.  
 Edmond
Vu, Denny N.  
 Yukon
Warmack Jr., Michael Philip  
 Mustang
Wheeler, Nathan Lee  
 Oklahoma City
Williams, Dustin Lynn  
 Ponca City
(Operations & Supply Chain 
Management)
Ah Lo, Kawika - STLR 
 Oklahoma City
Dame, Matthew Adam  
 Edmond
Green, Zachary Alexander - STLR 
 Moore
Mulanax, Erin L. - STLR 
 Del City
Phillips, Brittany Kay - STLR 
 Midwest City
Washburn, Shane Aaron - STLR  
 Harrah
Management
Atyia, Hunter D.  
 Tulsa
Bates, Brady S.  
 Jones
Brackett, Drew Logan  
 Altus
Castro, Leslie C.  
 Edmond
Davidson, Christian W.  
 Tulsa
Dinh, Jackie L.  
 Oklahoma City
Duvall, Stockton Alan - Cum Laude - STLR 
 Oklahoma City
Eoff, Hannah Tru'Angel  
 Norman
Epperly, Caleb  
 Tulsa
Khondker, Mahjabin  
 Edmond
Martin, Brandie D.  
 Moore
Martinez, Harley Dayenara  
 Moore
McMurphy, Zachary E.  
 Oklahoma City
Meziere, Carly Michelle  
 Oklahoma City
Miller, Kelly Renee  
 Choctaw
Nguyen, Loc Dao Phuoc  
 Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
Nguyen, Nhan Huu  
 Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
Pappas, Annie Nicole  
 Magna Cum Laude - STLR - Oklahoma City
Passerman, Cali Ann - Magna Cum Laude  
Edmond
Polston, Madison M.  
 Del City
Reeves, Eric G.  
 Cleveland
Sneed, Jasmin N.  
 Midwest City
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Soriano, Alexis F.  
 Oklahoma City
Spears, Bret Alan  
 Ponca City
Steltzlen IV, Gerald W.   
 Collinsville
Trinh, Quyen Pham Kim  
 Oklahoma City
Wang, Zheng  
 Rizhao, China




Anderson, Brittany Nicole  
 Oklahoma City
Dean, Kaci M.  
 Mustang
Ferguson, Blaire M. 
 Magna Cum Laude - STLR  - Tulsa
Formosa, Brandon John  
 Mission, Canada
Han, Gyoul  
 Edmond
Hendrickson, Karissa  
 Oklahoma City
Hoang, Linh Nguyen Phuong  
 Hanoi, Vietnam
Loera Gonzalez, Adan - STLR 
 Alpaugh, California
Nelson, Emily Rose  
 Edmond
Tompkins, Meagan Michael  
 Choctaw
Vu, Huong Thu  
 Oklahoma City
(PGA Golf Management)
Dudley, Ty Don  
 Vernon, Texas
Grubb, Griffin Greg  
 Norman
Marketing
Balcerak, Mary B. - Cum Laude - STLR 
 Pauls Valley
Clapp, Courtney Jo  
 Del City
Daughtry, Jacob Aaron  
 Victoria, British Columbia, Canada
Dixon, Zakery L. - STLR 
 Oklahoma City
Griffin, Michelle Elizabeth  
 Norman
Harris, Lauren E. 
 Edmond
Hicks, Taylor David  
 Edmond
Kim, Donghyeok  
 Daegu, South Korea 
Martinez, Sara J.  
 Oklahoma City
McDowell, Shannon Alexis  
 Edmond
Nguyen, Rosie Tran - STLR 
 Piedmont
Preston, Venessa R.  
 Edmond
Reyes, Jennifer M.  
 Oklahoma City
Riha, Chelsea L.  
 Mustang
Russell, Micah Beth  
 Guthrie
Schwartz, Hannah Rose  
 Oklahoma City
Sehon, Casey Jo  
 Tecumseh
Spence, Jordan Nicole  
 Edmond
Tran, Thanh Thi Lan  
 Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
Vaughn, Hallie Nicole  
 Edmond
Young, Christopher H.  
 Edmond
(Professional Selling)
Anderson, Mitchell Wayne  
 Tulsa
Choi, Sarah  
 Edmond
Clemmons, Marcia Kathleen  
 Shawnee
Crosswhite, Molly  
 Tuttle
Currie, Matthew  
 League City, Texas
Daniel V, Thomas Jefferson  
 Oklahoma City
Davila, Briana N.  
 Moore
King, Caylan Taylor  
 Oklahoma City
Lindsey, Colton T.  
 Norman
Troutman, Cody Ray 
 Summa Cum Laude - STLR - Edmond
Bachelor of Science
Accounting
Aloba, Aminat Abolanle - Summa Cum 
Laude - STLR - Iperu Remo, Nigeria
Al-Rashdan, Hassan A.  
 Salt, Jordan
Bronn, McKay L. - Magna Cum Laude  
Yukon
Cao, Tam Mai Thanh  
 Edmond
Cherry, Alexis M. - Cum Laude  
 Allen, Texas
Cooksey, JD  
 Edmond
Cooper, Andrea Paige  
 Maysville
Cooper, Nicole Dawn  
 Maysville
Davis, Rachel L.  
 Edmond
Etheridge, Angela  
 Oklahoma City
French, Joshua Tyler  
 Yukon
Guo, Rui  
 Nanjing, China
Herndon, Casey E.  
 Oklahoma City
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Holman, Logan Drake - STLR 
 Oklahoma City
Hunter, Mary Amukoya  
 Nakuru, Kenya
Jarvis, Chelsea D.  
 Norman
Kidd, David R.  
 Oklahoma City
Kim, Hanna  
 Edmond
Klein, James Cullen  
 Oklahoma City
Krehbiel, Kindall Renee  
 Stillwater
Kurita, Takuma  
 Saitama, Japan
Lanzner, Manny B. - Cum Laude  
 Yukon
Lavarnway, Autumn Nicole  
 Piedmont
Liu, Yang  
 Shenyang, China
Lopez, Lucero - Magna Cum Laude - STLR  
 Oklahoma City
McMurray, Melissa Renee - Cum Laude  
Oklahoma City
Miller, Kevin Christopher  
 Oklahoma City
Nguyen, Tran Hong Ngoc  
 Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
Nguyen, Uyen Thuy Ha  
 Edmond
Nguyen, Vinh Thien  
 Oklahoma City
Seeds, Cody L.  
 Oklahoma City
Sekera, Juraj  
 Slovakia
Sledge, Toni  
 Midwest City
Trinh, Thien Ngoc  
 Bethany
Vo, Ngoc Han Dinh  
 Oklahoma City







Backry, Kelsey S.  
 Edmond
Bickle, Ally Meghan - STLR 
 Broken Arrow
Bigheart, Emma Louise  
 Edmond
Branch, Breanna Lea  
 Oklahoma City
Branson, Kelsey Starr  
 Florissant, Missouri
Breeden, Morgan Elise  
 Midwest City
Britto, DeAndrea Nicol  
 Tulsa
Brooks, Courtney Diane  
 Seminole
Cain, Kassandra Lynn  
 Hays, Kansas
Cannon, Piper Bryanna  
 Bixby
Chanthalangsy, Stephanie  
 Oklahoma City
Cornman, Kennedy R.  
 Moore
Corrigan, Heather - STLR 
 Edmond
Cowan, Megan Louise - STLR 
 Locust Grove
Davis, Lucas J.  
 Choctaw
Day, Madison Rachelle  
 Summa Cum Laude - STLR - Owasso
Derakhshan, Melissa S. 
 Magna Cum Laude - Yukon
Dillard Schmitz, Brenda A.  
 Elk City
Dunham, Ashtin Nicole - STLR 
 Tahlequah
Emery, Angellica R.  
 Edmond
Fain, Deborah  
 Enid
Farris, Meghan Michelle  
 Norman
Ford, Alison J.  
 Howe
Garrett, Emma R. - Cum Laude  
 Skiatook
Gaskins, Kelsey  
 Cushing
Givens, Ashley Lee  
 Midwest City
Gonzalez Jr., Elbin  
 Oklahoma City
Gosdin, Melissa Kaye - STLR 
 Oklahoma City
Hanna, Madison P.  
 Magna Cum Laude - STLR - El Reno
Harrington, Ebony  
 Oklahoma City
Henry, Catherine M.  
 Oklahoma City
Horton, Dawnita - Cum Laude  
 Oklahoma City
Johnson, Stephanie Renee  
 Summa Cum Laude - Seminole
Jones, Cierra D.  
 Oklahoma City
Lange, Johanna M. - Summa Cum Laude  
Oklahoma City
Lanzner, Breanna L. - Cum Laude  
 Oklahoma City
Lauderdale, Chloe S.  
 Edmond
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Lopez, Estefani - Magna Cum Laude - STLR  
 Enid
Lopez, Evelyn - Summa Cum Laude 
 Oklahoma City
McCray, Kara Frances  
 Wichita, Kansas
McMinn, Tiara Lanique - Magna Cum 
Laude - STLR - Fort Stewart, Georgia
Meeks, Brittny - Summa Cum Laude  
 Harlingen, Texas
Nelson, Meckenzie Kay  
 Lawton
Oden, Laura  
 Oklahoma City
Osborne, Maddison Claire  
 Little Axe
Rowlen, Michaela J.  
 Jones
Ryan, Keli Dawn  
 Moore
Rychlik, Jordan Rae  
 Ardmore
Sanders, Jessica Marie  
 Woodward
Shaver, Kaylin  
 Edmond
Shepherd, Allyson Shayne  
 Seminole
Smith, Kimberly Alexis  
 Mustang
Solis, Daniela  
 Oklahoma City
Swan, David S.  
 Norman
Terrill, Roni Alexandria  
 Choctaw
Torres, Itzel  
 Mexico City, Mexico
Tran, Huyen B.  
 Del City
Walling, Zachary Aaron  
 Stillwater
Wilson, Kendall J.  
 Tulsa
Wilson, Mariah Nicole  
 Washington
Yu, Danielle Nicole  
 Shawnee
Bachelor of Science
Career, Technical & 
Workforce Development
(Family and Consumer 
Science)
Cockrell, Rusty M. - STLR 
 Broken Bow
Louis, Isis Marie  
 Tulsa
(Trade and Industrial)
Belew, Marcus Vernon - Magna Cum Laude 
Yukon
Jenkins, Carol Lee Anne  
 Chandler
Wall, Robert Dewayne  
 Midwest City
Community/Public Health
Abdelkader, Nadine - Summa Cum Laude  
Edmond
Adenya, Apiyo  
 Oklahoma City
Alrasasi, Fatimah Qasem - Cum Laude  
 Al Ahsa, Saudi Arabia
Burgan, Aubry Paige  
 Norman
Cousan, Donovan Rashaud - STLR 
 Lawton
Durning, Christopher Douglas  
 Oklahoma City




Long, Chanel Ray  
 Oklahoma City
Richter, Rachel Elizabeth  
 Edmond
Spells, Charles Edward  
 Elk City
Udoh, Aisosa Eloghosa  
 Fort Worth, Texas
Family Life Education
(Child Development)
Bryant, Nicole Dawn  
 Midwest City
Buchanan, Amanda Genita  
 Washington, D.C.
Chitwood, Emily K. - STLR  
 Edmond
Clark, Lauren K.  
 Blanchard
Doolin, Prescious A.  
 Oklahoma City
Edmond, Lauren Sidney  
 Oklahoma City
Ford, Kaitlyn Taylor - STLR 
 Hillsboro, Oregon
Kane, Mackenzie B.  
 Yukon
Kendrick, Taylor Latriece  
 Oklahoma City
Tran, Linda M. - STLR 
 Moore
White, Casey Lee 
 El Reno
(Gerontology)
McCann, Aspen Elizabeth  
 Edmond
(Marriage & Family)
Arredondo, Jasmin Hitzel  
 Oklahoma City
Coman, Brenda L.  
 Sapulpa
Edmondson, Katie Lynn - STLR  
 Grove
Gillespie, Abbey Elizabeth  
 Edmond
Kilhoffer, Darla K. - Summa Cum Laude  
Dill City
Melancon, Natalie  
 Sulphur, Louisiana
Rathbone, Ashley Rachelle - Cum Laude  
Owasso
St Aimie, Sean Christopher - STLR 
 Oklahoma City
Ward, Lorna CasiDee - Summa Cum Laude  
Edmond
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Fashion Marketing
Windham, Cassie Diane  
 Oklahoma City
General Studies
Altarazi, Rozan  
 Oklahoma City
Atkins, Jeffrey  
 Bethany
Blanchard, Sallie Grace  
 Edmond
Bond, Landon Richard  
 Gainesville, Texas
Boyd, Kegon Rena  
 Edmond
Boyd, Luke Turner  
 Oklahoma City
Bozhinovska, Julijana  
 Prilep, Macedonia
Bross, Jared R.  
 Guthrie
Burzycki, Jennifer Rhea  
 Kingfisher
Campe, Anthony  
 Orange, New Hampshire
Carwile, Sophie Lee  
 Edmond
Chenger, Jacob Wayne  
 Edmond
Clanin, Emma Ruth  
 Oklahoma City
Clifton, Wyatt Henry Cole  
 Minco
Collins, William Denzil  
 Lawton
Cosper, Rikki Ashley  
 Moore
Dagam, Hanan Mohammed H.  
 Qatif, Saudi Arabia
David, Summer  
 San Francisco, California








Dinh, Tue Ngoc  
 Oklahoma City
Dixon, Rita  
 Edmond
Donnell, Abigail M.  
 Coweta
Driver, Madeline Clarke  
 Quitman, Texas
Duke, Matthew Lee  
 Ponca City
Eghani, Farnaz  
 Oklahoma City
Fitzpatrick, Mark Edward  
 Framingham, Massachusetts
Font, Rocio  
 Moore
Foster, James Parrish  
 Oklahoma City
Gates IV, Richard L.  
 California
Gayle, Shelby Annette  
 Keller, Texas
Golden, Kenneth - Summa Cum Laude  
Edmond
Grider, Spencer C.  
 Lewisville, Texas
Griffith, Karen Marie  
 Fernandina Beach, Florida
Harris, Brandi M.  
 Stillwater
Hastings, Amy Lin  
 Choctaw
Herndon, Taylor James  
 Oklahoma City
Hester, Jenna M.  
 Edmond
Hovde, Natalie Lein  
 Yukon
Impson, Kylee M.  
 McAlester
Keeley, Zachary David-Michael  
 Bethany
Khanagov, Christina Marie - Cum Laude  
Edmond
Knight, Megan F.  
 Harrah
Kwon, Miriam  
 Moore
Landers, Sarah Elizabeth  
 Oklahoma City
Lane, Talia Rene  
 Mangum
Lee, Ryan Nathanael  
 Washington
Lewis, Shane'  
 Oklahoma City
Lindsley, Sabrina Marie  
 Luther
Litsch, Brittan Joseph  
 Edmond
Looney, Jessica Denise  
 Davis
Manship, Alana  
 Harrah
Mattingly, Austin James  
 Edmond
Mayes, Jennifer Lynne  
 Fresno, California
McDaniel, Deborah Lynn  
 Edmond
McIntyre, Evan Michael  
 Edmond
McKay, Annie Rae  
 Kingfisher
Moore, Brady Dawn  
 Jones
Morris, Madison May  
 Piedmont
Mousavizadegan, Mae Alice  
 Edmond
Murata, Ayaka  
 Edmond
Muse, Sydney  
 Oklahoma City
Muwafaq, Nabaa M.  
 Edmond
Nelson, Emma Leigh  
 Piedmont
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Ngo, Mai Phuong Thi 
 Edmond
Nichols, Kimberly M.  
 Jones
Norton, Greg  
 Oklahoma City
Opong, Starr Amara  
 Edmond
Paden, Donald Vann  
 Harrah
Pressgrove, Sarah Anne  
 Orlando
Reagan, Arga Lois  
 Norman
Reed, Jennifer  
 Coppell, Texas
Ruark, Mary Elaine  
 Stillwater
Ruffin, Maria B.  
 Oklahoma City
Sandefur, Taylor Lynn  
 Enid
Sanderson, Kourtney RuthAnn  
 Edmond
Santos, Lauren Jo  
 Tulsa
Schaefer, Zachary James  
 Edmond
Schellhardt, Jay Hunter  
 Edmond
Shine, Bradley R.  
 Oklahoma City
Short, Madelynne Jae  
 Tulsa
Sloan, Maegann Brooke  
 Moore
Smith, Haley D.  
 Perry
Stafford, Jordan D.  
 Hugo
Stovall, Ross Alexander  
 Tulsa
Stump, Michael Kevin  
 Union City
Suzuki, Sachiko  
 Utsunomiya, Tochigi, Japan
Thomas, Gray  
 Oklahoma City
Trindle, Cy J.  
 Edmond
Tripodi, Rocco  
 Oklahoma City
Vivona, Linsey  
 Edmond
Watters, Bailee Dawn  
 Piedmont
Weathers, Brandi M.  
 Edmond
Weaver, Samantha R.  
 Warr Acres
Webb, Casady Shaye  
 Davis
Westmoreland, Stephanie Lynette  
 Oklahoma City
Wilburn, Jill Elaine  
 Hennessey
Witt, Ashley Sue  
 Edmond
Womack, Megan N.  
 Stroud
Woodley, Corey F.  
 Oklahoma City
York, Madison Marie  
 Kingfisher
Zulkifli, Anwarul Firdhaus Bin  
 Ipoh, Malaysia
Industrial Safety
Alomery, Yousef Salim 
 Dammam, Saudi Arabia
Alotibi, Nayef Naser  
 Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Alzahrani, Abdulaziz Saleh A.  
 Cum Laude - Dammam, Saudi Arabia
Baker, Kerri LaDawne  
 Jones
Barnett, Travis K.  
 Chandler
Bowen, Jarod Dillon  
 Moore
Brawner, Tanner  
 Mooreland
Casey, Riley Layne  
 Edmond
Collier, Seth - Summa Cum Laude  
 Tyler, Texas
Danker, Beau Allen - Summa Cum Laude  
Wellston
Dyer, Jake Alan  
 Oklahoma City
Ekiss, Michael  
 Guthrie
Fike, Derek Anthony  
 Edmond
Gradle, Kalani  
 Yukon
Gregory, Michael Wayne  
 Edmond
Haggard, Matthew Ryan  
 Oklahoma City
Harrison, Grant Wade  
 Sallisaw
Huxley, Jared C.  
 Oklahoma City
James, Kelsey J.  
 Ponca City
Lerma Jr., Jesus Armando  
 Oklahoma City
Lewis, Thomas Brandon  
 Bethany
Meredith, Ruben J.  
 Ardmore
Patocka, Steven Alan  
 Hennessey
Pearson, Mitchel Bryce  
 Barnsdall
Pebworth, Dakota Jack  
 Oklahoma City
Price, Jacob Lee  
 Crescent
Reed, Jerrod Kash  
 Seminole
Ritger III, Andrew George  
 Edmond
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Roldan, Eliseo - Summa Cum Laude  
 Clinton
Shortt, Jessica Ann  
 Edmond
Smith, Chris W.  
 Edmond
Tone, Laura Catherine  
 Dallas, Texas
Williams, Tiffany L.  
 Midwest City
Wilson, Andrew Wade  
 Cushing
Wilson, Austin J.  
 Magna Cum Laude - STLR - Broken Arrow





Bailey, Payton E. - Cum Laude  
 Yukon
Bond, Paten Stewart  
 Madill
Bond, Samuel James  
 Madill
Brous, Justin Miles - Magna Cum Laude  
Jasper, Missouri
Burns, Bailey A.  
 Edmond
Dale, Kyle  
 Oklahoma City
Daniels, Cara Gale 
 Magna Cum Laude - STLR - Spencer
Dodd, Austin P.  
 Moore
Dyer, Danyelle Addison - STLR  
 Bristow
Floyd, Korey William  
 Shattuck
Gissandaner, Ashli  
 Oklahoma City
Goldman, Taylor  
 Edmond
Grubb, Samantha N. - Magna Cum Laude  
Elgin
Haynes, Constance V. - STLR 
 Jonesboro, Louisiana
Johnson, Victoria - STLR  
 Edmond
Kelly, Monica L.  
 Lawton
Kinnamon, Andrew W.  
 Shawnee
Larrauri, Luis Chris - STLR 
 Lindsay
Lay, Gabriel Michael  
 Edmond
Parasich, Corbi Dawn  
 Edmond
Scott, Trinity D.  
 Duncan
Sloan, Adrein Leigh  
 Shawnee
Smith, Dillion L.  
 Shawnee
Taylor, Margaret  
 East Chicago, Indiana
Thomas, Brinta Babu  
 Magna Cum Laude - STLR - Oklahoma City
Thompson, Haleigh Nicole  
 Roland
Tiner, Jamie  
 Shawnee
Walker, Rodney Kameron  
 Oklahoma City
Williamson, Warren Michael  
 Lawton
Workman, Kakiley Jo  
 Stilwell
(Outdoor & Community 
Recreation)
Hale, Emily J. - STLR  
 Yukon
Rumbo, Keri L.  
 Del City
Trindle, Mathew George  
 Moore
Nutrition, Dietetics and 
Food Management
Archer, Victoria L.  
 Ardmore
Brackett, Madison Lynn  
 Mustang
Coats, Jillian Lindsay - Cum Laude  
 Konawa
Driskill, Olivia Jean - Magna Cum Laude  
Oklahoma City
Gonzales, Rebecca Denise - STLR 
 Hobart
Jewell, Kayla Paige - STLR 
 Enid
Katagarova, Anastasia A.  
 Oklahoma City
King, Karly  
 Oklahoma City
Lockridge, Emily Anna  
 Summa Cum Laude - Enid
Mickle, Kara Leigh  
 Choctaw
Phillips, Sierah - Cum Laude  
 Seminole
Rehanek, Jenna K. - STLR  
 Claremore
Smith, Micah - STLR 
 Moore
Souvannasing, Marla Vanh 
  Tulsa
Spivey, Jessica - Cum Laude - STLR 
 Del City
Sturdivant, Katelyn Rose  
 Blanchard
Villarreal, Ashley  
 San Antonio, Texas
Organizational Leadership
(Organizational Leadership)
Aguirre-Ornelas, Cristina Guadalupe  
Cum Laude - Edmond
Autaubo, Megan Marie  
 Moore
Beitz, Adam Matthew 
  Perry
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Borges, Bradly E. - STLR 
 Norman
Boykin, James M.  
 Oklahoma City
Burchett, Joseph T.  
 Choctaw
Burnett, Clarissa  
 Midwest City
Clark, Skyler Todd  
 Mustang
Core, Asia Cristine - Magna Cum Laude  
Oklahoma City
Crawford, Kerrie Beth 
  Edmond
Dinkines, Taylor - Cum Laude  
 Edmond
Donyai, Layla Lynn  
 Oklahoma City
Elsenbeck, Kristin Holly  
 Magna Cum Laude - Guthrie
Gilbert, Brian  
 Oklahoma City
Harder, Jessica J.  
 Oklahoma City
Harris, Tamara Lynn  
 Tulsa
Hatcher, Marjorie Michelle  
 Oklahoma City
Henry, Katherina  
 Shawnee
Kahne, Matthew S.  
 Edmond
King, Jeffrey - Magna Cum Laude  
 Oklahoma City
Kordsiemon, Abigail L.  
 Shawnee
Landaverde, Lacey  
 Midwest City
Leslie, Dalton Alexander  
 Sand Springs
McConnell, Gregory Shane  
 Noble
Parker, Gavan  
 Mustang
Patterson, Katie Michelle  
 Oklahoma City
Pittman, Sheena Marie  
 Edmond
Privett, Brittany Y.  
 Crescent
Purser, Reagan  
 Edmond
Rader, Rachel Jillian  
 Oklahoma City
Smith, Charli N.  
 Oklahoma City
Stinson, Alaina Janaye  
 Mannford
Stockman, James Raymond  
 Edmond
Thayer, Derek - Cum Laude  
 Altus
Tran, Ily Thi  
 Oklahoma City
Vargas, Rudy Samuel  
 Oklahoma City
Varner, Meredith Lee  
 Mustang
Webb, Christopher Allen  
 Norman
Wythe, Randy Aaron  
 Oklahoma City
Speech/Language Pathology
Ahlden, Paige N. - Magna Cum Laude  
Piedmont
Alvarez, Alicia  
 Cache
Craig-Stearman, Michayla Elaine  
 Summa Cum Laude - Moore
Davis, Paige  
 Chouteau
Duren, Amber Leann - Cum Laude 
 Edmond
Garcia, Denisse Elena - STLR  
 Yakima, Washington
Gathers, Makinzey Raye  
 Yukon
Goodblanket, Aubreanna  
 El Reno
Hardaway, Allyson Alizabeth - STLR  
 Burkburnett, Texas
Hasanjee, Aisha  
 Edmond
Houston, Chyan Makenzee  
 Summa Cum Laude - Duncan
Johnson, Ryleigh Nicole - Cum Laude  
Edmond
Karn, Kenzy Rose  
 Yukon
Loh, Wei Yan  
 Air Itam, Malaysia
Lomas, Kalen A.  
 Oklahoma City
Marion, Karissa Paige  
 Edmond
Mendez, Nathan G.  
 Edmond
Moore, Sabrina Demetria - STLR  
 Tulsa
Murray, Jasmine - STLR
 Oklahoma City
Nichols, Kaio'okulani Kaitlyn  
 Cum Laude - Woodward
Potts, Makenzie Jo - Summa Cum Laude  
Tipton
Roady, Faith Lyn - Cum Laude  
 Frederick
Silva, Leticia Yolanda  
 Oklahoma City
Standefer, John  
 Washington
Stiles, Ashley Nicole  
 Coalgate
Thompson, Chelsea Jean - Cum Laude  
Walters
Watson, Shalynn Annet  
 Shawnee
Weber, Allie - Magna Cum Laude  
 Davis
Wickberg, Kasey Lynn  
 Sapulpa
Young, Anna Elizabeth - STLR 
 Piedmont
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Young, Jesse Caleb  
 Wynnewood
Bachelor of Science 
in Education
Career and Technology 
Education
(Trade & Industrial 
Education)
Loughmiller, Timothy - Magna Cum Laude  
Oklahoma City
Early Childhood Education
Addington, Tessa  
 Choctaw
Allen, Bria - STLR  
 New Orleans, Louisiana
Brown, Caitlyn Nicole  
 Sulphur
Burt, Casey L.  
 Guthrie
Harrell, Apolonia  
 Philippines
Joshi, Jessica Dawn  
 Edmond
Ross, Jade Louise 
 Tulsa
Stuber, Katherine C. - Summa Cum Laude  
Oklahoma City
Weir, Rachel A.  
 Bristow
Xu, Chi  
 China
Elementary Education
Atchison, Thomas  
 Eufaula
Camp, Brianne D. - STLR 
 Jenks
Cavner, Lindsey  
 Moore
Enciso-Zavala, Yessenia - STLR 
 Oklahoma City
Feuerborn, Kara Lisa - STLR 
 Norman
Gibson, Rachel Elizabeth  
 Broken Arrow
Kordic, Katelyn - STLR 
 Moore
Mann, Monica L.  
 Crescent
Marshall, Pamela Jean - Magna Cum Laude  
Moore
Neece, Julia  
 Broken Arrow
Norat, Karli Lynn - STLR  
 Edmond
Nunn, Rebecca N.  
 Moore
Pease, Mary Elizabeth - Summa Cum Laude  
STLR - Shelbyville, Indiana
Pierce, Andrew 
 Norman
Rocha, Nina A.  
 Bethany
Salazar, Maria S.  
 Bixby
Salls, Allyson Claire - Magna Cum Laude  
Flower Mound, Texas
Smith, Alora L. - Summa Cum Laude  
Oklahoma City
Ting, Shi Qi - Summa Cum Laude - STLR 
 Kuching, Malaysia
Wilbanks, Kayla  
 Blanchard
Wong, Faith Pey Yi  
 Shah Alam, Malaysia
Physical Education/Health
Dang, Erin Maria - STLR 
 Oklahoma City
Johnson, Brady  
 Latta 
McCoy, Garrett A.  
 Seminole
Owen, Conner Keith  
 Oklahoma City 
Special Education
(Mild/Moderate Disability)




Perkins, Deborah Joyce  
 Midwest City
College of Fine Arts 
and Design




Blagg, Emily Rebecca  
 Edmond
Lamb, Tyler Daniel  
 Bethany
Le, Julie T.  
 Dallas, Texas
Miller, Samantha L.  
 Edmond
Morgan, Kelsey  
 Midwest City
Parker, Jhade Tianna  
 Tishomingo
Swindell, Dylan  
 Wellston
(Performance)
Carmichael, Kathryn E.  
 Shawnee
Colson, Robert Matthew  
 Oklahoma City
Denner, Salli Nicole  
 Oklahoma City
Finnerty, Adara Kay  
 Lone Grove
Gorath, Jordan W.  
 Morrison
Henry, Alexander Wyatt  
 Ardmore
Hickman, Peri E.  
 Owasso
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Hooker, Courtney Paige  
 Edmond
Smith, Joanna  
 Oklahoma City
Stacy, Michael J.  
 Oklahoma City
Starr, Caleb Shaye  
 Oklahoma City
Vogele, Hunter Grant  
 Ponca City
Vrana, Katelyn J.  
 Owasso
(Production)
Artus, Abraham Alan  
 Oklahoma City
Bell, Elijah H.  
 Oklahoma City
Burkes, Henry Russell  
 Oklahoma City
Casey, Andrew B.  
 Broken Arrow
Gills, Amari  
 Tulsa
Gulliver, Josanna R.  
 Oklahoma City
Henderson, Brenden J.  
 Oklahoma City
Hopkins, Andrew  
 Edmond




Lamb, Joshua C.  
 Tulsa
Livingstone, Elena RuthAnn  
 Stroud
Lopez, Aaron Samuel  
 Tulsa
Meiring, Benjamin L.  
 Oklahoma City
Palmer, Donovan Dace Terry  
 Duncan
Pflaum, Alexander Shawn  
 Edmond
Reich, David  
 Temecula, California
Reid, Billy Adams  
 Oklahoma City
Slaughter, Adam J.  
 Tulsa
Stire, Benjamin David  
 Bartlesville
Vaughn, Evan Michael  
 Piedmont




Evraets, Gregory - Magna Cum Laude  
Edmond 
Arts Administration
Bruner, Johnny J. 
 Riverside, California
Dawes, Samantha Janelle  
 Yukon
Sayles, Briana Nicole  
 Bartlesville
Arts Entrepreneurship
Johnson, Brekyn  
 Perry
Morgan, Kelsey  
 Midwest City
Bachelor of Arts 
in Education
Art Education
Walley, Rachel C.  
 Tannehill
Dance Education
Luney, Stormi Leigh  
 Oklahoma City






Beck, Emily Ellen  
 Broken Arrow
Bryan, Jazmin S.  
 Del City
Bumgarner, Landon G.  
 Yukon
Dodson, Hunter Monroe  
 Lawton
Eaton, Alixandria Alyssa  
 Tulsa
Elliott, Thomas Cutter  
 Norman
Hamilton, Paige Noelle - STLR 
 Edmond
Hampton, Chase Hunter  
 Summa Cum Laude - Enid
Henry, Alexander Wyatt  
 Ardmore
Herbison, Anthoney Marquis  
 Oklahoma City
Hill, Bradley Austin  
 Glenpool
Melton, Rozlyn Zora  
 Broken Arrow
Reich, David  
 Temecula, California
Schotter, Edward James  
 Tulsa
Shell, Brian E. - Summa Cum Laude  
 Broken Arrow
Shell, Rebecca Lynn  
 Broken Arrow
Walkup, Alexander D.  
 Bethany
Wayland, Gage G. 
 Purcell
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Bachelor of Fine Arts
Art
(Studio Art)
Adams, Joanne Clare - Cum Laude  
 Edmond
Craig, Lauren Nicole  
 Edmond
Kouts, Carrie E. - Summa Cum Laude  
Oklahoma City
Krasaetanont, Warapat  
 Bangkok, Thailand
May, Michael Andy - Cum Laude - STLR 
 Oklahoma City
Pollitt, Courtney L.  
 Idaho Falls, Idaho
Vezey, Joneta K. - Magna Cum Laude  
Norman
Vorba, Kirsten  
 Tulsa
Dance




Chavez Quintero, Brenda - Cum Laude  
Santiago de Queretaro, Mexico
Davis, Chelsea Brooke  
 Midwest City
Dely, Amanda Michele  
 Summa Cum Laude - Mustang
Gausman, Courtney L.  
 Mustang
Le, Oanh H.  
 Southgate, Michigan
Low, Holly Noel  
 Edmond
Magar, Hayden Brianna  
 Moore
Muschinske, William Richard  
 Edmond
Richards, Robert Ryan  
 Bethel Acres
Rowlett, Jason R. - Cum Laude  
 Oklahoma City
Thelen, Marissa Joy 
 Magna Cum Laude - STLR - Edmond
Weaver, Julia  
 Jones
(Interior Design)
Albahrani, Maryam Adel  
 Al-Hasa, Saudi Arabia
Alnemer, Buthaynah Ahmed  
 Dammam, Saudi Arabia
Badgett, Acquanetta  
 Edmond
Barclow, Rhadijah N.  
 Tulsa
Cotton, Tessa Caroline  
 Guthrie
Esparza, Cynthia  
 Los Angeles, California
Holcomb, Alyssa Marie  
 Owasso
Mitchell, Stephanie Ann - Cum Laude  
 San Diego, California




Colston, Lauren Jeanette  
 Jones
Fareseddine, Jihane  
 Marrakesh, Morocco
Tran, Monica Phuong  
 Edmond
Witcher, Jenifer Christy  
 Oklahoma City
(Performance)
Alcantara, Roman Thomas  
 Summa Cum Laude - STLR - Moore
Clawson, Cheyenne Renae  
 Yukon
Criton, Zane A.  
 Oklahoma City
Helton, Riley Thomas  
 Tulsa
Kenney, Derek  
 Edmond
McEntire, Patrick  
 Blanchard
Mariner, Morgan C.  
 Nichols Hills
Moon, Alyssa Paige - STLR  
 Mustang
Parcher, Erikah Anne - Cum Laude - STLR 
 Braman
Summar, Miranda Jessica - STLR 
 Sand Springs
Youngblood, Hannah  
 Norman





Bond, Emily Elizabeth - STLR  
 Gentry, Arkansas





Baker, Bradley  
 Oklahoma City
Hill, Tristan James  
 Hennessey
Lamb, Sonnet Ashlynn  
 Summa Cum Laude - Edmond
(Piano Performance)
Ho, Jonathan L.  
 Edmond
Knezevic, Tanja - Cum Laude - STLR 
 Nikšić, Montenegro
Li, Chenxi  
 Magna Cum Laude - Changsha City, China
(Vocal Performance)
Duke, Kandace Makael  
 Bartlesville
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Wilson, Hunter M.  
 Piedmont
(Wind Performance)
Polk, Raini Breana - STLR  
 Del City




Phelps, Joshua Wayne  
 Magna Cum Laude - STLR - Bartlesville
(Vocal)
Gerhard, Hope M. - Magna Cum Laude 
Enid
Lopez, Zoe H. - Magna Cum Laude  
 Moore








Borwick, Danny Bradley  
 Clovis, New Mexico
Chebahtah, Darien Lee  
 Tacoma, Washington
Connett, Megan Kaleah  
 Summa Cum Laude - STLR - Moore
Cooper, Abigail Marie  
 Norman
Cooper, Courtney Danielle  
 Broken Arrow
Covarrubias, Diannara  
 Newcastle
Cozort, Samantha Kate  
 Pauls Valley
Dean, Kaleigh A. - Summa Cum Laude  
Choctaw
Evans, Caitlin M. - Cum Laude  
 Norman
Faulkner, Kenneth K.  
 Edmond
Flake, Jayde Cheri  
 Fort Smith, Arkansas
Franco, Ruby Jasmin - STLR 
 Louisville, Kentucky
Franklin, Kendell Ray  
 Oklahoma City
Hughes, A. Alexander  
 Tulsa
Hyden, Michael Hayden  
 McAlester
Kassan, Breanne Aleise  
 Midwest City
Knapp, Joy Shannon  
 Broken Bow
Lee, Bailie Mickeal  
 Choctaw
Meeks, Maria Alejandra  
 Cali, Columbia
Merry, Jacob Scot  
 Broken Arrow
Montgomery, Hailey Nicole  
 Oklahoma City
Mosley, Blake Ashlynn  
 Caddo
Raper, Amanda J.  
 Maud
Richards, LaRhonda Roshelle  
 Oklahoma City
Roberts, Zacharia Tristen  
 Sulphur
Self, Cameron N.  
 Mustang
Self, Sheridan B.  
 Norman
Shipman, John R.  
 Tuttle
Smith, Brittany M.  
 Skiatook
Snyder, Kaylee - Summa Cum Laude - STLR 
 Cookson
Stover, William  
 Pryor
Torres, Carmen  
 Oklahoma City
Tovar, Crystal  
 Waco, Texas
Velasco, Adrian A.  
 Edmond
Wines, Candice Lynn  
 Moore
Wright, Tori C. - Cum Laude - STLR 
 Granite
(Police)
Atkinson, Braden C.  
 Enid
Friend, Savannah Denise  
 Broken Arrow
Garcia, Fabian  
 Oklahoma City
Hoehner, Christian C.  
 Oklahoma City
Johnson, Zachary Lee  
 Madill
Klemp, Robert C.  
 Edmond
Secrest, Kaden A. - Magna Cum Laude  
Stillwater
English
Bennett, Aubree  
 Moore
Blackstone, Laura Elizabeth  
 Edmond
Brooks, Amber Leigh  
 Edmond
Davidson, Brooklyn P.  
 Oklahoma City
Dinh, Katelyn N. 
 Summa Cum Laude - STLR - Yukon
Gonzalez, Reanna  
 Jones
Keethler IV, James Clarence  
 Summa Cum Laude - Edmond
Lihyaoui, Alexa Yassmine  
 Oklahoma City
Nieman, Alexandra Nicole  
 Edmond
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Osborn, Kelsey L. - STLR 
 Broken Arrow
Platt, Kyle Austin  
 Oklahoma City
Riley, Ian  
 Del City
Talmadge, Ione Y.  
 Oklahoma City
Welch, Nicole A. - Summa Cum Laude  
Beaver
Wiley, Cynthia June  
 Elmore City
(Creative Writing)
Burch, Gabriel Walker - Magna Cum Laude 
Edmond
Dossey, Brittany Alyce Olivia  
 Moore
Goode, Jessy BreAnne  
 Decatur, Texas
Griffin, Simeon J. 
 Magna Cum Laude - STLR - Arcadia
King, Sean  
 Concord, California
Love, Kristen Wilson  
 Crowley, Texas
Popadak, Breanna Noelle  
 McLoud
Yost, Abbigail N. 
 Summa Cum Laude - STLR - Edmond
Geography
Click, Brandon J.  
 Inola
Taylor, Blake Alan  
 Edmond




Murphy, Wyatt G. - STLR   
 Noble
(History)
Bussey, Emily A.  
 Vinita
Capraro, Christopher  
 Ardmore
Cox, Kayla Leann  
 Moore
Cuadra, Bridget Lee - Summa Cum Laude  
STLR - Trenton, New Jersey
Curiel, Danielle Yvette  
 Oklahoma City
Easterling, Stephanie Anne  
 Yukon
Hoback, Ryan Collins  
 Elgin
Janak, Blake Christopher  
 Tulsa
McCullough, Sky Leon Alexandria  
 STLR - Edmond
Ross, Kimberly Anne  
 McLoud
Walker, David  
 New Orleans, Louisiana
Wayland, Adam J.  
 Blanchard
(Museum Studies)





Amar, Malak  
 Rabat, Morocco
Berry, Dyllan Taylor  
 Oklahoma City
Hacker, Rachel N. - Cum Laude  
 Piedmont
Hudson, Preston Ray  
 Cordell
Jordan, Shandi Lauranell  
 Chickasha
Lawrence, John Mark C. 
 Magna Cum Laude - Edmond
Lopez, Michelle Adriana - STLR 
 Moore
Padilla, Kasie Noel - Cum Laude  
 Oklahoma City
Ross, Alyssa Danae  
 Edmond
Thompson, Kenneth Allen  
 Medford
Humanities
Gomes, Brianna Catherine Sandra   
 STLR - Oklahoma City
Krasaetanont, Wasupon  
 Bangkok, Thailand
Nedrow, Rachel 
  Las Vegas, Nevada




Andrews, Kimberly A.  
 Elgin
Austin, Hope Michelle  
 Apache
(Professional Media)
Barnett, Erin Faith   
 Houston, Texas
Boysel, Kaitlin Dawn - STLR 
 Tulsa
Cargill, Shelby Love  
 Perry
Chrisman, Karyn Nicole  
 Plano, Texas
Drennan, Davonte  
 Oklahoma City
Dunn, Ryan A.  
 Oklahoma City
Giblet, Cody  
 Canute
Gil, Jorge  
 El Monte, California
Girdner, Bryce Dayton Stone  
 Tulsa
Goudeau, Jonathan Dillard  
 Moore
Jackson, Ryan Caleb  
 Broken Arrow
Jamieson, Rachel Anne  
 Edmond
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Jekel, Sarah E.  
 Edmond
Johnson, Taylor  
 Oklahoma City
Kelley, Dallas Trent  
 Arcadia
Luong, Nguyen Hong Vy  
 Summa Cum Laude - Long Khanh, Vietnam
Mouser, Ciara Christine  
 Norman
Pierce, Dustin Garrett  
 Jones
Powell, Marcus Aaron  
 Ponca City
Ruiz, Elsa B. - STLR 
 Bethany
Scott, Jacob Michael  
 Oklahoma City
Stone, Trevor Craig  
 Duncan
Thain, Alexsis Hope  
 Hammon
Vance, Blake A.  
 Yukon
Wong, Yi Wen  
 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Wormington, Trey Ryan  
 Norman




Peruch, Maria Patricia  
 Oklahoma City
(Spanish)
Barcenas, Juana Laura  
 Blanchard
Cordova, Blanca  
 Ciudad Juarez, Mexico
De Los Santos, David F.  
 Edmond
Hall, Samantha Lee  
 Duncan
Philosophy
Peck, Mason Lee - Summa Cum Laude  
Shawnee
Photographic Arts
Sewell, Jamilee Elizabeth  
 Perry
Political Science
Burwell, Erica Kristine  
 Yukon
Ellis, Justine I. - Cum Laude  
 Lawton
Esselstrom, Keaton Burgess  
 Wewoka
Glover, Joanna Gay  
 Oklahoma City
Haecker, Kyrstin S.  
 Kansas City, Missouri
Hastings, Melissa Clark  
 Huntsville, Texas
Johnson, Nelson  
 Moore
Jones, Domonic DeJuan  
 Oklahoma City
Malherbe, Mitchell Ryan  
 Oklahoma City
Messiah II, Jonathan David  
 Oklahoma City
Parra, Geronimo Javier  
 Bethany
Richard, Madison Taylor  
 Summa Cum Laude - Elgin
Silk, Bryson V.  
 Edmond
Smith, Mylon D.  
 Oklahoma City
Tate, Kellie - Cum Laude  
 Edmond
Vigil, Alexandria  
 Arvada, Colorado
Watkins, Jesse Evan  
 Alva
(Public Administration)
Lewis, Chelsea Alexis  
 Seattle, Washington
Sociology
Aka Kadio, Tania Berenice Marie Charnelle 
Abidjan, Cote D'Ivoire (Ivory Coast)
Bowlan, Amanda Hart  
 Boston, Massachusetts
Burrows, Brittany Annette - STLR  
 Wynnewood
Carter, Justyce Kailee  
 Wynnewood
Connett, Megan Kaleah  
 Summa Cum Laude - Moore
Jarvis, Hannah Jessica Rose  
 Guthrie
Jones, Katlynn E.  
 Edmond
Kamoss, Erica L.  
 Albuquerque, New Mexico
McNew, Kyle James  
 Choctaw
Osgood, Shawna L.  
 Edmond
Pittman, Kimberly A.  
 Tulsa
Reece, Charmetra Denene  
 Oklahoma City
Salas, Marco Antonio  
 Guymon
Shimizu, Makinori  
 Hirakata, Japan
Thompson, Andrew Christopher  
 Edmond
Tomlin, Kimberly Grace Almira  
 Guthrie
Velasco, Yessica  
 Calvillo, Mexico
(Human Services)
Baez, Melissa Jasel - Magna Cum Laude  
Oklahoma City
Edge, Anna Marie - Cum Laude  
 Edmond
Lascano, Ashton Lorisa - STLR 
 Lawton
McDaniel-Yates, Britany Joydae  
 Dallas, Texas
Urton, Holly E.  
 Piedmont
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Wagoner, Victoria K.  
 Spencer
(Substance Abuse Studies)
Abedour, Mohamed  
 Oklahoma City
Muiruri, Ruth  
 Yukon
Strategic Communication
Adams, Reagan Karie  
 Edmond
Altstatt, Brooke M.  
 Moore
Bhat, Kirtana K.  
 Tucson, Arizona
Brakefield, Ricki Brianne  
 Pauls Valley
Broiles, Jordan Jamal - STLR 
 Forest Park
Brown, Lauren  
 Edmond
Carnes, Bayley W.  
 Mustang
Castleman, Kelsey R.  
 Jones
Claudio, Luis Enrique  
 Oklahoma City
Clay, Lauren E. - Magna Cum Laude - STLR 
 Blanchard
Corwin, Elizabeth Claire  
 Bristow
Davis, Amber Lynn  
 Magna Cum Laude - STLR - Duncan
Demar, Victoria L.  
 Duncan
Estuche, Marc Adrian Philippe Larroza 
Jaro, Philippines
Fiberesima, Michael O.  
 Edmond
Garcia Gomez, Oscar H.  
 Weatherford
Grimes, Kelli  
 Oklahoma City
Jimboy, Lauren - STLR  
 Stillwater
Johnson, Sheldon F.  
 Oklahoma City
Kippenberger, Sydney O.  
 Kingfisher
Kirtley, Case Ryan  
 Washington
Luong, Nguyen Hong Vy  
 Summa Cum Laude - Long Khanh, Vietnam
McAuliffe, Kendra Layne  
 Guthrie
Mills, Kallee Wayne - STLR 
  Sand Springs
Mouser, Ciara Christine  
 Norman
Murphy, Myah K. 
 Summa Cum Laude - STLR - Yukon
Nguyen, Tan C.  
 Oklahoma City
Olupitan, Christina Femi  
 Tulsa
Patterson, Thomas William  
 Moore
Pendleton, Cheree Danielle  
 Magna Cum Laude - Midwest City
Pettay, Jordan - Summa Cum Laude  
 Claremore
Pierce, Bretton D.  
 Oklahoma City
Rice, Shayla Denae  
 Moore
Schmidt, Katelyn F.  
 Tulsa
Shingu, Yosuke  
 Fukuoka, Japan
Shreve, Makenzie Lynn  
 Broken Arrow
Staggs, Addison M.  
 Oklahoma City
Upton, Austin  
 Skiatook
Wade, Alexis Lynette  
 Muskogee
Wallen, Jonathan Michael  
 Oklahoma City




Barron, Sydney Rae  
 Edmond
Carter, Deja Nicole - STLR  
 Oklahoma City
Cheater, River Mae - Summa Cum Laude  
Edmond
Cope, Chelsea L.  
 Tecumseh
Deardorff, Brittany - Cum Laude  
 McLoud
Elliott, Kathryn M. - Magna Cum Laude  
Oklahoma City
Loudermilk, Alexis - Cum Laude  
 Edmond
Peeler, Breanna Lizabeth  
 Harrah
Scott, Amanda Jo  
 Wellston
Bachelor of Arts 
in Education
English Education
Coleman, Miryam Elisheba  
 Spencer
Dinh, Anh Tran Phuong - Summa Cum 
Laude - STLR - Dong Nai, Vietnam
Huynh, Thanh Tan - Summa Cum Laude  
STLR - Dong Nai, Vietnam
Leenders, Katie Lucille  
 Oklahoma City
Malone, Marissa L.  
 Piedmont
Marski, Cheyenne Luna  
 Summa Cum Laude - Guthrie
Pistole, Dara Nicole  
 Mustang
Thomas, Jaymi Denise  
 Mustang
Wehrenberg, Jaid Courtlynn  
 Magna Cum Laude - Enid
Young, Amanda Kelly  
 Oklahoma City
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History Education
Hartman, Christopher W.  
 Edmond
Heaps, Seth Taylor  
 Tulsa











Cate, Devyn M.  
 Norman
Eoff, Jared Reid  
 Duncan
Hacker, Jacob K.  
 Piedmont
Ibiribigbe, Saidat Omotoyosi  
 Lagos, Nigeria
Kimani, Perpetua Njoki  
 Murang'a, Kenya
Loper, Jacob Daniel - Summa Cum Laude  
Piedmont
Mclemore, Stephen C. - Cum Laude  
 Edmond 
Pradhan, Azhar - Summa Cum Laude  
Karachi, Pakistan
Teng, Aaron Wee Chee  
 Kuching, Malaysia
Teo, Wei Ching  
 Malacca City, Malaysia
Wilson, Teril W.  
 Oklahoma City
Biology
Alnemer, Fatimh Ali  
 Saudi Arabia
Bouska III, Charles James - STLR 
 Yukon
Chandrasegaran, Tharannya  
 Seremban, Malaysia
Cook, Alexa  
 Cottonwood, Arizona
Cotter, Tiffany Marie  
 Choctaw
Gonzalez, Erik E.  
 Edmond
Hagy, Hannah Leigh  
 Guthrie
Hendricks, Carolyn Grace  
 Broken Arrow
Herren, Sydney Mae  
 Oklahoma City
Johnson, Seth Curtis  
 Oklahoma City
Jones, Austin Philip  
 Wellston
Keovixay, April T.  
 Oklahoma City
Khamis, Mohammed Maki  
 Edmond
Lam, Theresa  
 Oklahoma City
Lauffenburger, Joy Marie  
 Edmond
Le, Samuel C. - Magna Cum Laude  
 Midwest City
Miser, Tresa Gail  
 Bartlesville
Neblett, Victoria J.  
 Little Rock, Arkansas
Nguyen, Lauren  
 Oklahoma City
Ogbeide, Hope Uwadia - Cum Laude  
Edmond
Payne, Brooklynn M. - Magna Cum Laude  
Oklahoma City
Rubio, Macie L.  
 Moore
Scott, Tyler - STLR  
 Checotah
Swink III, Joseph Franklin  
 Enid
Vasanthan, Jayashini  
 Klang, Malaysia
Wardell-Villarreal, Skye Earle 
 Dallas, Texas
Weaver, Shelbie Lee  
 Panama
York, Holly Richaelle  
 Edmond
(Biomedical Sciences)
Alvarez-Briglie, Sofia Mailen  
 Norman
Berry, Alyson Marie  
 Edmond
Bhanot, Anisha Divya - Summa Cum Laude 
Edmond
Burrola, Stephanie  
 Piedmont
Cangiano, Savanna Diane - Cum Laude  
Del City
Covin, Amber Lekay  
 Edmond
Dean, Kierra  
 Moore
Deitz, Cash Christian  
 Oologah
Ernst, Zachary Taylor - STLR 
 Lindsay
Ford, Hunter Dyllan - Magna Cum Laude  
Chickasha
Hanebutt, Zachary Brandon  
 Shawnee
Hernandez-Salinas, Alfonso  
 Altus
Iyaye, Mina M. - Magna Cum Laude  
 Oklahoma City
Jordan, Dakota S.  
 McLoud
Karanja, Philip K.   
 Oklahoma City
Marinoni, Luca Francesco  
 Summa Cum Laude - Merate, Italy
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Marquez, Alma G. - STLR 
 Oklahoma City
Mullinix, Dustin Trent  
 Norman
Muse, Mckayla Mariah 
 Edmond
Nguyen, Alan Duc  
 Magna Cum Laude - STLR - Edmond
Noble, Bryana  
 Duncun
Patatanian, Kayle Gorgen - Cum Laude  
Oklahoma City
Robinett, Shelbi Diane  
 Magna Cum Laude - Tuttle
Ross, Anternet N.  
 Oklahoma City
Sabu, Ayana - Cum Laude - STLR  
 Oklahoma City
Stone, Zachary S.  
 Naples, Florida
Vu, Gabrielle Ton  
 Yukon
Biomedical Engineering
Alabadi, Bassem M.  
 Edmond
AlMutairi, Rakan Meadhed  
 Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Lincoln, Darian A.  
 Edmond
Mesiya, Sana S. - Summa Cum Laude - STLR  
Oklahoma City




Briscoe, Thomas F.  
 Lexington
Dunn, Kelsey K.  
 Midwest City
(Health Sciences)
Dang, Nhu Ngoc - Magna Cum Laude  
Oklahoma City
Greer, Rachael - Magna Cum Laude  
 Sapulpa
Raischel, Michael Edward  
 Magna Cum Laude - Erie, Illinois
Staggs, Jordan Dawn - STLR 
 Davis
Warren, Addison Lee - Magna Cum Laude  
Siloam Springs, Arkansas
Computer Science
Cauley, Austin Trevor  
 Magna Cum Laude - STLR - Mannford
Chong, Yan Fay - Summa Cum Laude  
Petaling Jaya, Malaysia
Hyde, Jon Franklin  
 Hardin, Montana
Jackson, Hunter Samuel  
 Edmond
Kadri, Olabisi Olaronke  
 Nigeria
Kirt, Joseph Matthew 
 Edmond
Levy, Gregory - Magna Cum Laude - STLR 
 Oklahoma City
McClendon, Brandy C.  
 Edmond
Meyers, Travis Lee  
 Moore
Pham, Dat Tien  
 Edmond
Quinn, Gina Kay - STLR 
 Mustang
Steele, Remington John - STLR 
 Edmond
Voit, Dillon  
 Oklahoma City
Vu, Tommy D.  
 Oklahoma City
(Applied)
Abia, Kufre Richard  
 Oklahoma City
Johnson, Drew Michael  
 Bridge Creek
Pak, Cameron Andrew  
 Summa Cum Laude - STLR - Henryetta
Electrical Engineering
Haggard, Kevin Lance  
 Oklahoma City
Khoury, Jonathan Kamal  
 Oklahoma City
Mach, Quan T. - Summa Cum Laude  
Vietnam 
Matli, Andrew M.  
 Edmond
Nguyen, Phu Le  
 Oklahoma City




Chan, Ka Hei Samuel - STLR 
 Hong Kong, China
Levy, Kyle D.  
 Oklahoma City
Luong, Chris Vinh-Phong  
 Oklahoma City
Manahan, Christopher Tyler  
 Edmond
(Mechanical Engineering)
Harper, Cristian Kale  
 Mustang
Zang, Xiankun - Cum Laude  
 Jinan, China
(Mechanical Systems)
Gaddis II, Brent  
 Oklahoma City
(Physics)
Perkins, Alyx Erin  
 Ponca City
Travis, Tiara Maurin - STLR 
 Midwest City
Funeral Service
Albright, Josie  
 Enid
Alvarez, Cassie Jo  
 Herington, Kansas
Bell, Sarah Lynn  
 Oklahoma City
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Biedermann, Megan Rene'  
 Moore
Epley, Jennifer - Cum Laude  
 Eufaula
Haubert, Sahara Lynn  
 Kellyville
Hughes, Ja'von  
 Oklahoma City
Johnson, Ryan Douglas  
 Stillwater
Lujan, Rubith  
 Garden City, Kansas
Pilkington, Lane S.  
 Okmulgee




Campos, Olivia Madison  
 Magna Cum Laude - Yukon
Salas, Patricia Bernadette Magbual  
Magna Cum Laude - STLR - Edmond
Soro, Abdoul Aziz Ishaq  
 Abidjan, Cote D'Ivoire (Ivory Coast)
(Statistics)
Kouadio, Walamy Marie  
 Abidjan, Cote D'Ivoire (Ivory Coast)
Yoo, HaEun  
 Republic of Korea
Mechanical Engineering
Buck, Zachary Benton  
 Choctaw
Davis, Austin Charles  
 Broken Arrow
Davis, Brant Layne  
 Duncan
Domeun Sipeyou, Ludvin Ymele  
 Moore
Green, Jesse I.  
 Oklahoma City
Matli, Andrew M.  
 Edmond
Obr, Blake Preston  
 Waco, Texas
Puskas, Joseph A. - Magna Cum Laude  
Edmond
Stewart, Austin A.  
 Norman
Varughese, Juby Chacko  
 Yukon
Wong, Khei Xuan  
 Kota Kinabalu, Malaysia
Nursing
Alexander, Lauren R.  
 Tulsa
Alfonso, Emily S. 
 Piedmont
Alfonzo, Kirsten M.  
 Oklahoma City
Bevis, Taylor J. - Cum Laude  
 Wichita, Kansas
Bishop, Lindsey M.  
 Shawnee
Brown, Madison M.  
 Magna Cum Laude - STLR - Tulsa
Burdell, Alison K. - STLR  
 Bartlesville
Butler, Shelby  
 Lawton
Camp, Ian A. - STLR  
 Norman
Carrington, Kaitlyn N.  
 Magna Cum Laude - STLR - Edmond
Chavez, Sarah Ann  
 Mustang
Collins, Casey - Magna Cum Laude - STLR  
 Bartlesville
Conner, Stephanie Ray 
 Magna Cum Laude - Sand Springs
Damerval, Abigail J. - STLR  
 Edmond
Draeger, Samantha E.  
 Bixby
Eastman, Whitney M.  
 Skiatook
Forbes, Megan E. - STLR  
 Edmond
Gibson, Sloan  
 Edmond
Gosz, Rachel Dawson  
 Summa Cum Laude - STLR - Stillwater
Grellner, Madi R.  
 Okarche
Hall, Shanna A.  
 Harrah
Hammons, Payton M.  
 Chickasha
Herbert, Kendel Marie - STLR  
 Tulsa
Huffman, Holly - STLR 
 Bethany
Huffman, Tyler S.  
 Oklahoma City
Jones, Tisha  
 Oklahoma City
Kopensky, Kayla Renee  
 Edmond
Ledford, Lori L.  
 Oklahoma City
Lewis, Paige L.  
 Edmond
Macharia, Henry  
 Limuru, Kenya
Manandhar, Sajani  
 Nepal
Manzo, Olivia  
 Oklahoma City
Mason, Alexandria Louise - STLR  
 Kingfisher
Mason, Sallie Jean  
 Magna Cum Laude - STLR - Midwest City
Mathew, Jibu - Cum Laude  
 Yukon
Means, Ashley  
 McAlester
Mirza, Andreea Lucia  
 Galati, Romania
Norris, Marie A. - STLR 
 Tulsa
Osborne, Jennifer L. - Summa Cum Laude  
Edmond
Phan, Diep  
 Oklahoma City
Pickens, Alexa Christine  
 Enid
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Poudyal, Pooja - STLR 
 Kathmandu, Nepal
Prather, Ceara D.  
 Dewey
Ramsey, Shelby Lynn - STLR 
 Frisco, Texas
Rauchbach de Oliveira, Giovanna  
 STLR - Curitiba, Brazil
Rauh, Sally Ann - STLR 
 Edmond
Ridenour, Ashleigh S.  
 Mustang
Robin, Sarah E. - STLR  
 Edmond
Rubio, Macie L.  
 Moore
Sawall, Christina Maria - Cum Laude  
 Norman
Smith, Laura L. - Magna Cum Laude  
 Moore
Smoker, Shaina Nicole  
 Cum Laude - STLR - Mustang
Snider, Ashley Elizabeth - STLR  
 Edmond
Taylor, Brett Cole - Magna Cum Laude  
Beggs
Tita, Relindis  
 Oklahoma City
Tompkins, Charlee A. - STLR 
 Newcastle
Weber, Lindsay - STLR 
 Edmond
Williams, Logyn K.  
 Summa Cum Laude - STLR - Piedmont
Software Engineering
Babb, David Nathan  
 Oklahoma City
Miller, Kyle A.  
 Oklahoma City
Nelson, Zachary D.  
 Oklahoma City
Tran, Dat T. - STLR
 Oklahoma City
Bachelor of Science 
in Education
Mathematics Education
Nolan, Cara Chavon  
 Edmond
Sanderson, Cole Douglas 
 Nevada, Missouri






Alnemer, Fatimh Ali  
 Saudi Arabia
Backry, Kelsey S.  
 Edmond
Borwick, Danny Bradley  
 Clovis, New Mexico
Breeden, Morgan Elise  
 Midwest City
Bronn, McKay L. - Magna Cum Laude  
Yukon
Campbell, Isabel Danna  
 Edmond
Chebahtah, Darien Lee  
 Tacoma, Washington
Cooper, Abigail Marie  
 Norman
Cooper, Courtney Danielle  
 Broken Arrow
Costes, Sierra K.  
 Sand Springs 
Dean, Kaleigh A. - Summa Cum Laude  
Choctaw
Emery, Angellica R.  
 Edmond
Evans, Caitlin M. - Cum Laude  
 Norman
Faulkner, Kenneth K. 
 Edmond
Flake, Jayde Cheri  
 Fort Smith, Arkansas
Ford, Alison J.  
 Howe
Friend, Savannah Denise  
 Broken Arrow
Glenn, Amanda V.  
 Tulsa
Harrington, Ebony  
 Oklahoma City
Haubert, Sahara Lynn  
 Kellyville
Henry, Catherine M.  
 Oklahoma City
Herren, Sydney Mae  
 Oklahoma City
Hughes, Ja'von  
 Oklahoma City
Kassan, Breanne Aleise  
 Midwest City
Klemp, Robert C.  
 Edmond
Lee, Bailie Mickeal  
 Choctaw
Lopez, Estefani  
 Magna Cum Laude - STLR - Enid
McMinn, Tiara Lanique  
 Magna Cum Laude - Fort Stewart, Georgia
Meeks, Maria Alejandra  
 Cali, Columbia
Montgomery, Hailey Nicole  
 Oklahoma City
Nolan, Cara Chavon  
 Edmond
Osborn, Kelsey L. - STLR
 Broken Arrow
Raper, Amanda J. 
 Maud
Roberts, Zacharia Tristen  
 Sulphur
Shipman, John R.  
 Tuttle
Solis, Daniela  
 Oklahoma City
Spells, Charles Edward  
 Elk City
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Swan, David S.  
 Norman
Tomlin, Kimberly Grace Almira  
 Guthrie
Torres, Carmen - STLR  
 Oklahoma City
Vasanthan, Jayashini  
 Klang, Malaysia
Wagoner, Victoria K.  
 Spencer
Wardell-Villarreal, Skye Earle  
 Dallas, Texas
Winkler, Kaley Marie  
 Springfield, Missouri
Wood, Lacy Anne - Cum Laude - STLR 
 McKinney, Texas
Wright, Tori C. - Cum Laude  
 Granite
(Chemistry)
Dang, Nhu Ngoc - Magna Cum Laude  
Oklahoma City
Dunn, Kelsey K.  
 Midwest City
(Digital Forensics)
Cauley, Austin Trevor - Magna Cum Laude  
Mannford
Michalik, Quentin Robert  
 Edmond
Pickle, Michael H.  
 Edmond
Williams, Dustin Lynn  
 Ponca City
(Molecular Biology)
Cangiano, Savanna Diane - Cum Laude  
Del City
Chandrasegaran, Tharannya  
 Seremban, Malaysia
Note: This is a complete list of candidates 
who applied and were cleared for 
graduation and honors by April 4 for 
inclusion in the program. Degrees and 
honors conferred are pending a final check 
by Graduation Services.
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 summer 2019
College of Business
Master of Business 
Administration
Business Administration
Davydov, Igor  
 Moscow, Russia
Goussi Ngalamo, Jeannot Francois  
 Oklahoma City
Sievert, Jasmine N.  
 Choctaw
(Healthcare)




Allen, Ryan  
 Altus
Chapagain, Saugat Prasad  
 Kathmandu, Nepal
Dobrinski, Kisten Cheyann  
 Oklahoma City
Dwa, Pratibha  
 Pokhara, Nepal
Herrera, Hector David  
 Bartlesville
McFee, Justin Lamor  
 Oklahoma City
Nand Kishore Gade, Aatish  
 Chennai, Tamil Nadu, India
Sickler, Chad  
 Edmond
Thomas, Eldhose  
 Edmond
Tuckey, Stayce Lynn - With Honors  
 Moore
Vishwadarshan, Aishwarya  







Breidel, Ryan Neil  
 Oklahoma City
(Forensic Psychology)
Nesmith, Blake Leigh - With Honors  
 Cache
(General Psychology)
Banks, Aubrion  
 Okmulgee
Master of Education
Adult & Higher Education
(Student Personnel)
Chavez, Samantha Jo  
 Mustang
Early Childhood Education




Barnes, Erin  
 Sapulpa
Hollins, Danita Renae  
 Oklahoma City
Seeley, Lavette  
 Fresno, California
VanCleave, Brock M. - With Honors  
 Oklahoma City
Reading
Hotella, Jennifer Lauranne - With Honors  
Frederick
School Counseling
Boykin, Stephanie Nicole  
 Oklahoma City
Master of Science
Family & Child Studies
(Infant/Child Specialist)
Tapa Neng, Stephany  
 Kuching, Sarawak, Malaysia
Nutrition & Food Science
Bharathi, Sindhu - With Honors 
 Dindigul, Tamil Nadu, India
Gonzales, Danielle R.  
 Edmond




Verdugo, Isela Marie  
 Las Vegas, Nevada
(Health Promotion)
Bush, Haleigh M.  
 Yukon
Dewberry, Brian Terrell 
 Oklahoma City
(Health Studies)
Hodges, Brittney L. - With Honors  
 Oklahoma City
Huff, Khari Joanne  
 Jones
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Hou, Yuchen  
 Qinhuangdao, Hebei, China
College of Liberal 
Arts
Master of Arts
Crime & Intelligence 
Analysis





Ille, Meredith Louise  
 Oklahoma City
History
Waters, Savannah Jo - STLR  
 Sapulpa
Museum Studies




Adejumo, Oluwabusola Adejoke  
 Lagos, Nigeria
Master of Public 
Administration
Public Administration
Scott, Megan Leigh - With Honors  
 Oklahoma City
(Public & Nonprofit 
Management)
Akinsemoyin, Amirah Morolayo  
 Lagos, Nigeria
Ford, Sematria  
 Pauls Valley
Julius, Precious Abisola  
 Nigeria
Ogunsola, Oluwabusola Ayoola  
 Edmond
(Urban Management)













Traverso, Christina Mary  
 With Honors - Woodinville, Washington
(Biology/Chemistry)
Smith, Juliette S. - With Honors  
 Edmond
Note: This is a complete list of candidates 
who applied and were cleared for 
graduation and honors by April 4 for 
inclusion in the program. Degrees and 
honors conferred are pending a final check 
by Graduation Services.
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College of Business




Coker, Desiree Quesha  
 Oklahoma City
Drake, Megan C. 
 Perry




Lottman, Travis John  
 Lincoln, Nebraska
(International Business)
Rowland, Jarret Eustis  
 Durant
(Legal Studies)
Gonzalez, Zane Grayson  
 Tonkawa
Ross, Mandy Louise  
 Largo, Florida
Economics
Clark, Tyler J.  
 Loma Linda, California
Smith, Robert William  
 Dripping Springs, Texas
Wylie, Trey Michael Austin  
 Oklahoma City
Finance
Alarfaj, Abdulrahman  
 Dahran, Saudi Arabia
Banks, Kendrea S.  
 Oklahoma City
Casselman, Cailei E.  
 Oklahoma City
Dice, Micaila R.  
 Albany, Georgia




Galindo, Ivan F.  
 Los Angeles, California
Hash, Shannon  
 Arcadia
Hughes, Blake A.  
 Ponca City
Salim, Ashley - Magna Cum Laude  
 Edmond




Minton, Casey Austin  
 Edmond
Pellegrino, Patrick Connor  
 Oklahoma City
Pittser, Brenda Cheyenne  
 Magna Cum Laude - Ponca City
Ticer, Seth M.  
 Edmond
(Operations & Supply Chain 
Management)
Price, Jerrod Allen  
 Newcastle
Management
Chavarria, Omar  
 Edmond




Bethel, Katherine Rose  
 Piedmont
DuMay, Donavon Z. 
 Coweta
Hendrickson, Susan M.  
 Oklahoma City
Reason, Aleace  
 Edmond
Sanford, April Colleen  
 Yukon
Stone, Rikki N. 
 Yukon
(PGA Golf Management)
Mayberry, Brody Gene 
 Magna Cum Laude - Tulsa
Marketing
Burger, Shannon B.  
 Oklahoma City
Kone, Aminata Tienin  
 Ivory Coast, Cote D'Ivoire (Ivory Coast)
McCoy, Quinn E.  
 Shawnee
Posar, Haleigh E.  
 Oklahoma City
Roche, Caleb Michael  
 Edmond
Rose, Gregory Ray  
 Wilburton
Wirtz, Morgan Lee  
 Mustang
(Professional Selling)
Brian, Justin P.  
 Yukon
Buettner, Landon Chase  
 Moore
McClernon, Stephen Michael  
 Edmond
Morris, Grant J.  
 Broken Bow
Wodarski, Jack Michael  
 Edmond
Zickefoose, Dakota Hunter  
 Edmond




Battles, Joshua Lee  
 Goshen, Indiana
Brown, Brooks Gardner - Cum Laude 
Lindsay
Brown, Lily D.  
 Midwest City
Heck, Sarah  
 Virginia Beach, Virginia
James, Brittany Denise  
 Newcastle
Jones, Michael A. - Cum Laude  
 Edmond
Silk, Kegan John Robert  
 Oklahoma City
Story, Ksenia Alexeevna  
 Shawnee
Teng, Jie  
 Shanghai, China







Callaghan, Lina Marcela  
 Cali, Columbia
Camfield, Lainey N.  
 Oklahoma City
Hampton, DeVaughn L.  
 Oklahoma City
Hurst, Camrie Lynia  
 Owasso
Killion, Katherine Margaret  
 Broken Arrow
Lee III, Andrew Winston  
 Oklahoma City
Long, Kody Bryce  
 Phoenix, Arizona
Mautz, Tristan  
 Moore
Moore, Paige  
 Norman
Ramires, Maria  
 Oklahoma City
Ratliff, Styles Weston  
 Lawton
Rose, Cynthia Elder  
 Edmond
Startzman, Kelsey D.  
 Yukon
Suarez, Elizabeth  
 Midwest City
Takyi-Micah, Janelle B.  
 Edmond




Almoghalliq, Eman Ali - Cum Laude  
 Oklahoma
Burchette, Kaitlyn Elizabeth  
 Owasso
Cooper, Debbie V.  
 Mustang




Hinchey, Rachel Alexandra  
 Oklahoma City
Hinkle, Katelyn S.  
 Guthrie
Moulton, Maya  
 Denton, Texas
Pfeffer, Jessica Laraine  
 Cowan, Tennessee
Quigley, Ashtyn Brooke  
 Stillwater




Beck, Jerrod D. - STLR 
 Oklahoma City
Roach, Kendal Addie  
 Magna Cum Laude - STLR - Shawnee
Sandie, Shaydie JoAnn  
 Del City
Wall, Lauren N.  
 Oklahoma City
Yeap, Sze Min  
 Penang, Malaysia
(Gerontology)
Paye, Riley Ruth  
 El Dorado, Kansas
Fashion Marketing
Altaie, Samara  
 Baghdad, Iraq
Betancourt, Christion N.  
 Oklahoma City
Hamlin, Jaycee N.  
 Blanchard
Hammons, Blaik Lee  
 Edmond
Johnson, Taiylor J.  
 Crescent
Lawrence, Lindsey M.  
 Moore
Mayhall, Katie Ellen  
 Broken Arrow
Nguyen, Quan Bao  
 Oklahoma City
Rance, Nancy K. - Summa Cum Laude  
Moore
Street, Shania Jo Marie  
 Tonkawa
General Studies
Balderas, LaTrenda Monique  
 Oklahoma City
Baldridge, Jillian H.  
 Sand Springs
Baste, Hailey R.  
 Marietta
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Bulock, Elisha  
 Edmond
Dannelley, Ekutan  
 Kenya
Haag, Cheyenne Lenae  
 Okeene
Hoang, Kevin Duy  
 Oklahoma City
Hoang, Sarah T.  
 Edmond
Jones, Lani - Summa Cum Laude  
 Norman
Morris, Macee J.  
 Yukon
Pratt, Brandon  
 Edmond
Ritter, Melissa  
 Edmond
Serowski, Nicholas R.  
 Moore
Tubre, Rylee N.  
 Oklahoma City
Tuter, Claire Elizabeth  
 Oklahoma City 
Industrial Safety
Alzaid, Thamer Nabeel A.  
 Dhahran City, Saudi Arabia
Blanco, Tyler  
 Ardmore
Harris, Ashley Diane  
 Oklahoma City
Moore, Clay J.  
 Cushing
Serna, Marcos D.  
 Guymon
Sigl, John Daniel  
 Edmond
Smith, Jeremy Lee  
 Chandler





Aman, Kaitlyn Britney  
 Edmond
Boyd, Elizabeth Kathryn - Cum Laude  
Flower Mound, Texas
Cruz, Eric  
 Oklahoma City
Esparza, Vanessa  
 Yukon
Espino, Lisbeth Natalia  
 Yukon
Green, Sidney Danielle  
 Oklahoma City
Grimmett, Sasha S.  
 Muskogee
Hammons, Noah B.  
 Moore
Hawkins, DeAntray Latrell  
 Oklahoma City
James, Justyce Nicole  
 Pauls Valley
Jones, Carli Denise - Cum Laude  
 Inola
Lilly, Victoria Lynn  
 Edmond
Martincich, Amanda Elaine  
 Oklahoma City
Messenger, Andrea Ruth 
 Hillsdale
Miller, Katie - Magna Cum Laude 
 Midwest City
Mitchell, Erica Lynn - Cum Laude  
 Norman
Ponds, Mia J.  
 Oklahoma City
Ramos, Jennifer P.  
 Los Angeles, California
Samaniego, Raquel - Cum Laude  
 Oklahoma City
Seibert, Blake E.  
 Oklahoma City
Sicher, Elyse Padgett  
 Oklahoma City




Stover, Elle N.  
 Moore
Wallace, Corie B.  
 Mustang
Willis, Abigayle Hope  
 Elk City
Wilson, Megan L.  
 Midwest City
Wood, Skyler Allen  
 Nowata
Wright, Colton Frank  
 Tahlequah
(Outdoor & Community 
Recreation)
Bruns, Michael Burnet  
 Edmond
Conrad, McKinley J.  
 Bethany
Hughes, Leigha K.  
 Edmond
Johnson, Joy L.  
 Moore
Schumann, Brittany Ann  
 Kamay, Texas
Tarpley, Makenzie E.  
 Oklahoma City
Wehrenberg, William Chase  
 Lahoma
Nutrition, Dietetics and 
Food Management




Cowden, Julianne  
 Oklahoma City
Hays, Jeffrey Wade  
 Choctaw
Miner, William  
 Concord, California
c o m m e n c e m e n t  -  s p r i n g  2 0 1 9
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Partain, Bethany Rae  
 Oklahoma City
Ray, Courtney Lynn  
 Choctaw
Sickler, Leslie - Magna Cum Laude  
 Edmond
Yelton, Christopher Seth 
 Magna Cum Laude - Moore
Bachelor of Science 
in Education
Physical Education/Health
Blackshire, Quinten Adam  
 Midwest City
College of Fine Arts 
and Design




Rojas, Christopher  
 Oklahoma City
(Performance)
Swearengin, Allison E.  
 Durant
(Production)




Moore, Erica  
 Fairfax






Crowl, Sage Conner  
 Hinton
Vazquez, Aketzali Shio - Cum Laude  
 San Luis Potosi, Mexico
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Dance
Bailey, Shelby LeeAnn - Cum Laude  
 Oklahoma City




Kear, Rachel Helen  
 Pryor
Le, My Nguyen Thi Thuy  
 Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
Levis-Nasada, Sydni Danielle  
 Magna Cum Laude - STLR - Drumright




Christensen, Skyler Zachary  
 Mustang
(Performance)
Wells, Olivia A. - STLR  
 Fort Worth, Texas





Turner, Riley Thomas - STLR 
 Oklahoma City





Anderson, Cody  
 Bristow
Cox, Loren Cheyanne - Magna Cum Laude 
McAlester
Davis, Tia Nichole - STLR 
 Edmond
McClure, Ryan Gregory  
 Cyril
Roach, Miquel Nicole  
 Freeport, Bahamas
Sutherland, Aspen Kyla  
 Summa Cum Laude - Yukon
Tourtillott, Paige A.  
 Midwest City
(Police)
McGinnis, Dominique  
 Oklahoma City
McKee, Colton S. 
 Fairview
Richards, Titus R.  
 Yukon
Rosanelli, Alexxandra R.  
 Oklahoma City
Smith, Ashley N.  
 Shawnee
Stoner, Deonna M.  
 Midwest City
English
Hackney, Rachel Elaine  
 Moore
(Creative Writing)




Havenar, Bradley Wayne  
 Midwest City
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Martinez, Maya Liana  
 Cum Laude - STLR - Corpus Christi, Texas










Jackson, Karrington McKenzi  
 Edmond
(Professional Media)
Buzingo, Delaine Irakoze  
 Stillwater
Philosophy
Blomgren, Jessica Annette  
 Lone Grove
Photographic Arts
Shahid, Sundas  
 Lawton
Political Science
Barras, Heather  
 Lake Charles, Louisiana 
Fields, Terance Adam  
 Pawnee




Maynord, Erica Renea - Magna Cum Laude  
Norman
Ortega, Anna Denise  
 Guthrie
Ricketts, Alaina J. - Cum Laude  
 Broken Arrow
Wright, Danysha E.  
 Richmond, California
Strategic Communication
Butts, Brittany Nicole  
 Noble
Eldridge, Haley Hunter  
 Edmond
Gorman, Cheyene D.  
 Shawnee
Shahid, Sundas  
 Lawton
Smith, Angelina Renee  
 Lawton
Bachelor of Arts 
in Education
English Education







Jones, Sandi Gabrielle - Cum Laude  
 Oklahoma City
Biology
Alexandridou, Athanasia  
 Thessaloniki, Greece
Biaggi, Blair M.  
 Tonkawa
Hart, Christian Lenley  
 Oklahoma City
Jenkins, Tyler Wayne  
 Oklahoma City
Messenger, Andrea Ruth  
 Hillsdale
Minton, Skylar Vi  
 Oklahoma City
Naghdi, Niloofar  
 Oklahoma City
Reid, Penny Lane  
 Edmond
Rogers, Jennie Louise  
 Otsu City, Japan
Samaniego, Odalys Marie  
 Edmond
Samour, Asma  
 Edmond
Sanchez, Lisa R.  
 Oklahoma City
(Biomedical Science)
Cagle, Brittany Lynn  
 Yukon
Stephen, Olivia Marie  
 Fort Worth, Texas




Dao, Trang - Magna Cum Laude  
 Edmond
Biomedical Engineering




Bennett, Kimberly  
 Berryville, Arkansas
Park, Hyun Meen  
 Summa Cum Laude - Seoul, Republic of Korea
Computer Science




Afify, Mohamed Essam Ahmed  
 Hurghada, Egypt
(Mechanical Engineering)
Alnakhli, Ali  
 Medina, Saudi Arabia
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(Physics)
Thornburg, Sydnee R.  
 Goodland, Kansas
Yeoh, Shi Rui  
 Selangor, Malaysia
Funeral Service
Armstrong, Ashley Jo  
 Sallisaw
Berg-Mattson, Michelle Renee  
 Des Moines, Iowa
Graber, Delaney Shea  
 Ulysses, Kansas
Hamilton, Kristi Toya Lynn  
 Spencer
Niedziela, Kylie Lynn 
 Bettendorf, Iowa
Thomas, Chelsi Renea  
 Antlers










Cantrell, Christina Leigh  
 Broken Bow
Davis, Tia Nichole - STLR 
 Edmond
Downs, Amber  
 Metairie, Louisiana
Jones, Michael A. - Cum Laude  
 Edmond
Minton, Skylar Vi  
 Oklahoma City
Roach, Miquel Nicole  
 Freeport, Bahamas
Rosanelli, Alexxandra R.  
 Oklahoma City
Smith, Ashley N.  
 Shawnee
Stoner, Deonna M.  
 Midwest City
Sutherland, Aspen Kyla 
 Summa Cum Laude - Yukon
Takyi-Micah, Janelle B.  
 Edmond
Thornburg, Sydnee R.  
 Goodland, Kansas
Tourtillott, Paige A.  
 Midwest City
Walters, Kayley Ann  
 Cushing






Biaggi, Blair M.  
 Tonkawa
Rogers, Jennie Louise  
 Otsu City, Japan
Note: This is a complete list of candidates 
who applied and were cleared for 
graduation and honors by April 4 for 
inclusion in the program. Degrees and 
honors conferred are pending a final check 
by Graduation Services.
u n i v e r s i t y  o f  c e n t r a l  o k l a h o m a
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The University of Central Oklahoma 
commencement ceremony is a celebration 
and reverent event.
Commencement marks a pinnacle of 
achievement, and UCO celebrates the 
occasion with formal pomp and 
circumstance. To ensure the dignity and 
solemnity of the occasion, please refrain 
from prolonged expressions for individual 
students that distract from the recognition 
due for the next graduate in line.
• The University of Central Oklahoma 
is a tobacco-free campus.
•  Free ice water will be available in the 
south lobby area throughout the 
ceremony. 
•  Guests may not take photos from the 
Field House floor during the 
 commencement ceremony.
•  As a courtesy and to maintain the 
dignity of this formal ceremony, guests 
and graduates should remain in the Field 
House until the ceremony formally 
concludes, approximately 11/2 hours.
•  Please keep all aisles, stairs, entries and 
exits clear at all times.
•  Need additional information or help? 
Look for a Faculty Marshal, wearing a 
commencement badge. Faculty Marshals 
are faculty or staff who volunteer to help 
make commencement safe and enjoyable 
for both graduates and guests.
Special Notes for Graduates and Their Guests
Commencement photographs will 
be taken by the professional           
photography firm of Graduation Foto.
Graduation Foto is a private     
vendor, not affiliated with the University 
of Central Oklahoma. 
Central assumes no responsibility or 
liability with respect to the photographic 
services performed by Graduation Foto. 
UCO graduates and their families may 
purchase photographs at their option 
from Graduation Foto.
To maintain the dignity of the 
ceremony, only authorized 
representatives of Graduation Foto will 
be allowed within the restricted area to 
photograph graduates during the      
ceremony.
Visit gradfoto.com to order photos. 
Commencement's event number will be 
emailed to each student.
For more information, contact 
Graduation Foto at bob@gradfoto.com 
or call 405-364-1779.
PHOTOGRAPHIC SERVICES
c o m m e n c e m e n t  -  s p r i n g  2 0 1 9
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honoring retiring uco faculty





Trey Cone, Ph.D., & Jerel Cowan, Ph.D. 
College of Education & Professional Studies
 
UCO Faculty Marshals  
Commencement Team Leaders:
Allen Arnold, Ph.D.; Shay Rahm; Warren 
Dickson III, Ph.D.; Kevin Fink, Ph.D.; Jake 
Hillemeyer; and, Robin Lacy Jr., Ph.D.
Jeff Harp & Officers
Safety & Transportation Services
Mark Rodolf & Staff
Physical Plant
Military Science Department
Reserve Officers’ Training Corps
University Communications
Staff
Shelley Lute & Jesse Andrews
Graduation Services
Greg Davis & Staff
New Leaf Floral 
Brenda Raimondi & Staff
UCO Bookstore
Brad Poarch & Staff
Cory’s Audio Visual Services Inc.
Julio Mata & Staff
Information Technology
Brent Miller & Staff
Environmental Health & Safety
Jennifer Sirera Salvador & Staff
Transportation & Parking Services
Greg White, Ph.D.
Director of Musical Theatre






Troy Baird, Ph.D., Professor, Department 
of Biology, 30 years of service
Timothy Bridges, Ph.D., Professor, 
Department of Information Systems and 
Operations Management, 19 years of 
service
Charles Cooper, Ph.D., Professor, 
Department of Mathematics and Statistics, 
24 years of service
Nancy Dentlinger, Ed.D., Professor, 
Department of Nursing, 14 years of 
service
Michael Gourley, Assistant Professor, 
Department of Computer Science, 37 
years of service
Barbara Green, Ph.D., Professor, Donna 
Nigh Department of Advanced 
Professional and Special Services, 28 years 
of service
Minje Jung, Ph.D., Professor, 
Department of Finance, 27 years of service
Kole Kleeman, Ph.D., Professor, 
Department of Mass Communication, 23 
years of service
Darlene Kness, Ph.D., Professor, 
Department of Human Environmental 
Sciences, 37 years of service
Jeffrey McKibbin, Instructor, Department 
of Kinesiology and Health Studies, 39 
years of service
Ronald Miller, Ph.D., Professor, 
Department of Engineering and Physics, 
41 years of service
David Noel, Ph.D., Professor, 
Department of Information Systems and 
Operations Management, 26 years of 
service
Candy Sebert, Ed.D., Professor, 
Department of Adult Education and 
Safety Sciences, 29 years of service
Gayle Snider, Instructor, Department of 
Adult Education and Safety Sciences, 20 
years of service
Mary Spelman, Ph.D., Professor, 
Department of English, 27 years of service
K.J. Tullis, Ph.D., Professor, Department 
of Management, 23 years of service




O say, can you see, by the dawn’s early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight’s last gleaming,
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, through the perilous fight
O’er the ramparts we watched were so gallantly streaming?
And the rocket’s red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof through the night that our flag was still there.
O say, does that Star-spangled Banner yet wave
O’er the land of the free and the home of the brave?
Words by William J. Wiseman Jr., J.D.
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